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HTLL Handbook 
 

I. WELCOME 
 

Thank you for volunteering your time in the Haverford Township Little League.  We 

believe you will have a very rewarding experience and one that leaves an indelible 

impression on a young person’s life.  Whether you are a manager, coach, board member, 

umpire, team parent or parent helper – this section on the principles of the Positive 

Coaching Alliance (PCA) will help you create and maintain the positive culture of 

learning and sportsmanship we have worked for more than five decades to build at 

HTLL.    

 

HTLL is committed to the principles of the PCA.  We do not promote or ascribe to the  

“win-at-all-cost” mentality.  A win-at-all-cost mentality has only one goal – to win. PCA 

principles shares that goal (wanting to win) but has a second goal that is even more 

important – to use the sports experience to help young people learn “life lessons” and 

positive character traits that will help them be successful throughout their lives. 

 

We want all our volunteers and parents to promote the three Positive Coach principles:  

 

1) Redefining “Winner” 

2) Filling the Emotional Tank, and 

3) Honoring the Game. 

 

Redefining Winner 
 

In professional baseball (which is entertainment), there is only one goal – to have the 

most runs at the end of a game. However, in youth baseball (which is education), there is 

a second goal: to help mold young people to be WINNERS IN LIFE. 

 

To help our children get the most out of competitive sports, we need to redefine what it 

means to be a “winner.” 

 

Winners are those players who: 

 Give maximum effort. 

 Continue to learn and improve. 

 Refuse to let mistakes (or fear of making mistakes) hold them back. 

 

Filling the Emotional Tank 

 

Research shows that the home team wins about 60% of the time because of the emotional 

support a team receives when it plays in front of its own fans. Like gas tanks in cars, 

athletes have “Emotional Tanks” that need to be filled to do their best. 

 

There will be times when you need to correct and provide constructive feedback to a 

player. Research has shown that a “Magic Ratio” of 5:1 (praise to criticism) is ideal.  
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Honoring the Game 

 

Honoring the Game gets to the ROOTS of positive play. ROOTS stands for Rules, 

Opponents, Officials, Teammates, and one’s Self. 

 

 Rules: We don’t break or bend the rules to win. 

 

 Opponents: A worthy opponent is a gift that forces us to play to our 

highest potential. 

 

 Officials: We treat umpires with respect even when we disagree. 

 

 Teammates: We never do anything that would embarrass our team on or 

off the field. 

 

 Self: We live up to our own standards regardless of what others do. 

 

You are extremely important to our organization. You determine the kind of experience 

our children will have in Little League. We expect all our volunteers to be “Double-

Goal” oriented who want to win and help players learn “life lessons” and positive 

character traits from their Little League experience.  We are counting on you to meet 

these expectations. 

 

Appendix A contains additional information on Double-Goal principles.  

 

II. VOLUNTEER POSITIONS AT HTLL 
 

There are many volunteer opportunities at HTLL.  Volunteers are the life blood of our 

League and in reality there would be no league without them.  HTLL requires both State 

and Little League background checks as well as a completed Little League Volunteer 

Application on all managers, coaches, umpires, board of directors members, and any 

other persons, volunteers, or hired workers, who provide regular service to the league 

and/or have repetitive access to, or contact with, players or teams. Background checks are 

paid for and facilitated by the HTLL Safety Officer. Here are the typical volunteer 

positions: 

 

 Board of Directors (BOD) – The HTLL BOD is made up of a maximum of 35 

people and is administered by the League President.   The BOD governs all 

financial and operational aspects of the league.  BOD membership is an elected 

position.  For more information please see Section 3 of the By-Laws. 

 

 Division Commissioners – Each division within HTLL has an elected 

commissioner responsible for, but not limited to, player rostering / team 

formation, scheduling, and recruitment of managers and coaches.   
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 Managers – Every team will have a manager.  Managers are responsible for all 

team operations, including drafting players, recruiting coaches and team parents, 

conducting practices, game management and all communications with parents and 

players.  Managers are a volunteer position but must be approved by the BOD. 

The BOD looks for long-term commitment (5+ years) from Major League 

managers. 

 

 Rostered Coaches – Every team is allowed up to 2 rostered coaches.  HTLL must 

provide LLI with a player and coach roster each year – and allows only two 

rostered coaches on that list. A rostered coach may be designated as an acting 

team manager when the manager cannot make a practice or game. Typically only 

three adults are allowed in dugout or bench during a game (Manager and 2 

Coaches). 

 

 Practice Coaches – A team may have any number of practice coaches.  Practice 

coaches are still subjected to LLI Background checks.  A practice coach helps the 

manager and rostered coaches during team practices.  A practice coach may be 

designated as an Acting Rostered Coach by the team manager to assist during a 

game. 

 

 Team Parent – Each team manager typically recruits and assigns a parent of a 

rostered player as the Team Parent.  Team Parents assist the manager with non-

baseball related tasks, such as the snack bar duty roster, team uniform 

distribution, team picture coordination, some communications and team Hit-Fest 

Coordination. 

 

 Snack Bar Helper – Each team is responsible for covering snack bar duties for 

each home game (Karakung Only). The Team Parent typically solicits volunteers 

from the player’s parents to cover this duty. Snack Bar duty runs from 30 minutes 

before game time to 30 minutes after the game concludes under the supervision of 

the snack bar manager. 

 

 Field Maintenance - At times before, during and after the season, the team 

manager will solicit volunteers from their team parent pool, to help with field 

maintenance.  This is most important just prior to the start of the season and the 

start of playoffs or tournament play.  Field maintenance could include filling 

holes, fence repair, weeding, ground leveling, and other tasks to make the field 

safer for the kids.   

 

 Adult Umpires – HTLL is still a volunteer umpire league. Umpires are assigned 

by the Umpire-in-Chief to minor and major league games.  Machine pitch games 

are umpired by team coaches.  T-Ball does not have umpires.  Any adult volunteer 

umpire must go through two of three umpire clinics held by HTLL in March.  

Only a general knowledge of the rules and a willingness to learn the craft is 

needed to be an HTLL umpire.  We will do the rest to prepare you.  Umpires are 
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assigned games and typically are only asked to do 2-3 games a month. Umpires 

are provided free drinks (Water/Gatorade) during the game and a drink and food 

after the game. 

 

 Junior Umpires - HTLL started the Junior Umpire program in 2010.  This 

special group of umpires are typically alumni of HTLL between the ages of 14 

and 18.  They are required to attend the umpire clinics in March and pass a 

general rules test before being assigned games.  The initial assignments are done 

with experienced umpires (mentors) in the Minors or Machine Pitch Divisions. 

Once a mentor evaluates the Junior Umpire as ready to “solo” – that umpire is 

assigned to officiate Minor League games on their own.  Umpires successfully 

completing their initial year (or first two years) in the program are evaluated to 

determine if they are ready to officiate Major  League games.  Junior Umpires are 

awarded food and drink after a game, but also paid a stipend per game.   

 

 

III. PLAYER EVALUATIONS 
 

The purpose of evaluations is for team managers to assess the playing ability of all new 

minor and major league players, those wanting to move from minor league to major 

league or those machine pitch players that would like to be considered for the minor 

league.  This information is then used in the draft to help level out, as best as possible, the 

talent across teams so that games can be more competitive during the year. 

 

Evaluations can also indicate if a player is ready to move up to the major league division 

from the minor league division or move up to the minor league division from machine 

pitch division), or if another year of development is needed. 

 

Evaluations are usually held in early March at the Haverford College Field House.  There 

are 3 different pools of players that get evaluated: 

 

 Group 1: New 8 and 9 year olds 

 Group 2: All new and returning 11 and 12 year olds who want to be 

evaluated for the major league. 

 Group 3: New 10 year olds; and new or returning 10 year olds who want 

to be evaluated for the major league.  

 

Group 1 players are evaluated by minor league managers and Group 2 players are 

evaluated by major league managers.  Group 3 players are evaluated by both minor and 

major league managers. 

 

On evaluation day, all managers and coaches are given a list of names sorted by age. A 

scoring sheet is provided by HTLL to the managers for the evaluations – major league 

managers can use their own scoring system if they choose. 
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The Player Agent is responsible for checking in players as they arrive.  Each player must 

provide a copy of the Little League Player Registration Form and the Player Medical 

Release Form.  New players must also provide a copy of the birth certificate (photo 

copy).   At a designated time the players are split into their age groups.  The players are 

evaluated in 3 or 4 different areas: 

 

1. Base running – players are asked to run to first base (8/9 YOs) or run from home 

to second base (10/11/12 YOs). 

2. Fielding and Throwing – Players are given 3 ground balls while playing second 

base (8/9 YOs) or shortstop (10/11/12 YOs) and asked to make a throw to first 

base after fielding the grounder.  Players are given 2-3 pop-flys and are asked to 

throw home after catching or retrieving the ball. 

3. Hitting – In a cage using a pitching machine, each player is given approximately 

6 pitches to hit. 

4. Pitching (11s/12s Only) – Those players wanting to be evaluated for pitching 

skills will be taken to a mound and ask to throw about 8 pitches to a catcher 46 

feet away. 

 

After evaluations, managers should individually (or with their own coaches) prepare for 

the draft that takes place the next day.   

 

The minor league managers are asked to rate the players from 1 to 5, 5 being excellent, in 

4 categories, batting, fielding, throwing, and running.  The criteria for the ratings in each 

category are given in the “Player Assessment” guidelines.  The categories are weighted, 

batting being given the heaviest weight followed by fielding, throwing, and finally 

running.  At the conclusion of evaluations, all managers provide their ratings to the minor 

league division commissioner, who compiles the ratings into one spreadsheet displaying 

an average rating of each player.  These ratings are then merged with the previous year’s 

end of year ratings of the returning players.  The merged ratings are sorted and divided 

into three groupings.  The top grouping are the A players, the middle are the B players, 

and the bottom are the C players.  In preparation for the draft, the draft board’s A, B, and 

C slots are then filled with the returning players as per the merged spreadsheet (players 

are slotted at the bottom of their respective groups).  The managers are given both the 

draft board and the merged spreadsheet the night before the draft.  On draft day the 

managers select new players to fill their open slots starting with the A slots.  Once a 

manager’s A slots are filled, he is skipped until all the A slots of the other managers are 

filled.  The B and C slots follow the same process. 

 

 

 

 

 

If there is a question on anything (availability; playing in another league etc.) the Player 

Agent will make that call. 
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Please Note:  We are provided the facilities for a nominal charge by Haverford College.  

Help is needed before evaluations in setting up the area – and afterwards returning 

everything to its proper place and cleaning up any trash left by our players.   

 

IV. PRACTICES 
 

If you are involved in running a practice be sure to do the following: 

 

 

Use Common Sense 

 

Common sense is sometimes forgotten or overlooked in the rush of our busy lives. Stop 

and take a look around. Do it several times during practice.  Here are some questions to 

ask yourself: 

 Does the practice field look like a safe place to play? 

 Is your equipment arranged safely? Are the bats on the rack or leaning up 

against the fence in the dugout, or are they just lying on the ground where 

someone might step on them and twist an ankle? 

 All players who are catching pitchers or are playing the catcher position 

must be wearing a catcher’s helmet with throat guard attached, chest 

protector, shin guards, and a cup. 

 Make sure the players waiting to bat are standing in a safe place, like 

behind the fence where a foul or tipped ball can't hit them? It is essential 

that the next hitter is the only one standing by the bats. Only one player can 

be in the on-deck area with the others safely on the bench. 

 Make sure one group of players working on a skill at one place on the field, 

are not inadvertently or unsafely affected by another group of players 

working on a different skill at a different place on the field. 

 Plan out your practices and keep the players occupied learning different 

aspects of the game to maintain their attention span. Keep it Fun!!!! 

There are a thousand questions that could be asked, and they obviously can't all be listed 

here.  Always stop a moment and take a look around you with your eye on safety. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Use Equipment Properly and in Good Condition – The league’s 

equipment won’t necessarily be new, so make sure it's in good condition 

Composite Bat Ban:  Composite barreled bats have been banned by 

Little League unless provided a waiver. Composite barreled bats 

may not be used in GAMES OR PRACTICES.  An updated list of 

bats that have received waivers can be found here:  

http://www.littleleague.org/learn/equipment/approvedcompbatssmal

l.htm  

 

http://www.littleleague.org/learn/equipment/approvedcompbatssmall.htm
http://www.littleleague.org/learn/equipment/approvedcompbatssmall.htm
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and that it's being used in the manner for which it was intended. For 

example, make sure the helmets have enough padding, that they aren't 

cracked or compromised in any way. Make sure the catcher's equipment 

fits properly and is worn properly, including the dangling throat protector 

and a protective cup. 

 Give Fair Warning - Most people recognize that there are risks playing 

sports, but you should talk about it anyway. We suggest talking about the 

unique risks of playing baseball at your first meeting with the players and 

their parents (bats get unintentionally thrown, the ball is hard and 

occasionally takes a bad hop, sometimes there are collisions, etc.). Of 

course, you'll do your best to keep it safe, but there are inherent safety risks 

with any sport. Make sure everybody is on board when it comes to keeping 

the game safe. 

 Take Injuries Seriously - Hopefully you'll know when you've got a player 

with a serious injury, but it is essential that you take all injuries and 

complaints seriously until you're positive it's not serious. If you don't know 

basic first aid, take a class on it or designate somebody who does know first 

aid as the team "doctor." And always have a first aid kit handy. It's always 

good to know where the icepacks are stored. 

  Concussions - Concussions are a major concern. If a child is hit in the 

head, take appropriate actions to insure the player is safe. Err on the side of 

caution and you must report all possible concussions and/or serious injuries 

to the Safety Officer. Notify the parents of any injuries especially to the 

head so they can monitor the player at home. The Safety Officer should be 

contacted should there be any question regarding the severity of the injury 

 

 

 

 

 

 Lightning – At the first flash of lightning or the first sound of close 

thunder, immediately stop the game or practice and clear the fields.  

Everyone should take shelter in the shed, equipment rooms, or cars.  

 

 

 Resumption of Game - The game or practice should not start again until 

there has been at least 15 minutes of lightning-free weather. 

 Field Conditions – Use common sense when rain has rendered the field 

almost unplayable.  If the batters, fielders or runners cannot get good 

footing then there is a risk of injury.  In addition, using the field in these 

If a child is hit in the head, take appropriate actions to insure the 

player is safe and report all possible concussions and/or serious injuries 

to the Safety Officer and the player’s parents. 
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conditions is not good for the keeping the field in long-term playing 

condition throughout the season. 

 

Practice Times 

 

Practice times are two hours in the pre-season and 1.5 hours during the season if practice 

precedes a game.  Available practice times are: 

 

Practice Lower Field- Majors  

 
  

 
4 - 6 6 - 8 

    
Monday 1 Game     

Tuesday 2 Game     

Wednesday 3 Game     

Thursday 4 Game     

Friday 5 Game     

 
8 - 10 10 - 12 12 - 2 2-4 4-6 6-8 

Saturday 6 Game Game 7 8 16 

 
8 - 10 10 - 12 12 - 2 2 - 4 4 - 6 6 - 8 

Sunday 9 10 11 12 13 14 

       Upper Field – Minors 

 
   

 
4 - 6 6 - 8 

    
Monday 1 Game     

Tuesday 2 Game     

Wednesday 3 Game     

Thursday 4 Game     

Friday 5 Game     

 
8 - 10 10 - 12 12 - 2 2 - 4 4 - 6 6 - 8 

Saturday 6 Game Game 7 8 9 

 
8 - 10 10 - 12 12 - 2 2 - 4 4 - 6 6 - 8 

Sunday 10 11 12 13 14 15 
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Practice – Baseball Field - Chestnutwold Elementary School – Machine 

Pitch 

 4 - 5:30 5:30 – 8 

Monday 1 Game 

Tuesday 2 Game 
Wednesday 3 Game 

Thursday 4 Game 
Friday 5 Game 

 8 - 10 10 - 12 12 - 2 2 - 4 4 - 6 6 - 8 

Saturday 6 Game Game 7 8 9 
Sunday 10 11 12 13 14 15 

 

 

Practice – Small Baseball Field – Elwell Field – Machine Pitch 

 4 - 5:30 5:30 – 8 

Monday 1 2 

Tuesday 3 Game 
Wednesday 4 5 

Thursday 6 Game 
Friday 7 Game 

 8 - 10 10 - 12 12 - 2 2 - 4 4 - 6 6 - 8 
Saturday 8 Game Game 9 10 11 

Sunday 12 13 14 15 16 17 
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Practice – T-Ball Field – Normandy Park – T-Ball 

 4 - 5:30 5:30 – 8 

Monday 1 Game 

Tuesday 3 Game 

Wednesday 4 Game 
Thursday 6 Game 

Friday 7 Game 
 8 - 10 10 - 12 12 - 2 2 - 4 4 - 6 6 - 8 

Saturday 8 Game Game 9 10 11 

Sunday 12 13 14 15 16 17 
 

 

 

Please be courteous and relinquish the field when your practice time is over.  Please see 

Field Maintenance section for field grooming requirements after your practice. 

 

Games take precedent over practice.  If a makeup game needs to be schedule it should 

primarily be played during one of the two team’s designated practice time. HTLL may 

acquire additional practice time and space at other township fields. Please contact the 

division Commissioner to set up a time. 

 

For tips on running a good practice please see the section on Player Development.  

 

V. PARENTS NIGHT 

 
Parents’ night is typically held on the last Monday in March. At this meeting, Parents 

receive all pertinent information about the season including the season game schedules.  

Uniforms that were not handed out beforehand may be handed out at Parents Night as 

long as the player has paid the league fee. 

 

VI. UNIFORMS 

 
The manager is in charge of distributing uniforms to their team.  Uniforms will be 

ordered by the Uniform Chairperson and given to the Manager before or at Parents Night.  

Uniforms consist of the following for: 

 Major League Division: Shirt, Pants, Socks, Cap 

 Minor League Division: Shirt, Pants, Socks, Cap. 

 Machine Pitch Division: Shirt, Pants, Socks, Cap 

 T-Ball Division: Shirt, Cap 
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It is the Manager’s discretion on how they distribute the uniforms.  It is recommended 

that the Manager check the uniforms for any problems and coordinate with the Uniform 

Chairman if there is a problem.  The manager should be sure to match the size of the 

pants and shirt to the size of the player.   

 

Managers should not distribute uniforms to players until the Registration 

Committee has verified that the registration fee was paid. 

 

VII. TEAM COMMUNICATION  

 
Managers of teams are responsible for all communication involving the team throughout 

the season.  Managers may delegate some communication tasks to other volunteers such 

as a coach or team parent – but the manager never relinquishes their responsibilities for 

this.  Here are some important communication tips: 

 

Getting Help (Selecting Coaches and Team Parent):  

 

The manager selects the team’s coaches. Coaches can be a parent of a child on the team 

but it doesn’t necessarily have to be.  A manager can have many helpers, but only 2 

coaches are put on the team roster and only the manager and 2 coaches are allowed in the 

dugout during a game (by Little League Rule). 

 

HTLL requires both State and Little League background checks as well as a 

completed Little League Volunteer Application on all managers, coaches, umpires, 

board of directors members, and any other persons, volunteers, or hired workers, 

who provide regular service to the league and/or have repetitive access to, or contact 

with, players or teams.  All managers, coaches, team parents and any other volunteer 

that consistently assist with practices must complete a Little League Volunteer 

Application (found on the HTLL website) to provide relevant information to add them to 

the official roster submitted to Williamsport. The application can be found on the HTLL 

website: www.haverfordlittleleague.org.  This application must be completed prior to 

anyone serving as an official volunteer. 

 

In addition, the manager recruits and names a Team Parent.  The Team Parent is in 

charge of all non-baseball affairs for the team, primarily organization of parents for snack 

bar coverage during home games. 

 

The First Meeting with the Players and Their Parents 

 

The Manager’s first meeting with the players and their parents can be at (before or after) 

the first practice or the manager may prefer to have it at a specially designated parents’ 

meeting. The following recommended agenda will help managers with their preparation. 

 

 Introductions – All volunteers will need to know each player's names and 

be able to recognize them. It's helpful to know the parents' names as well. 

http://www.haverfordlittleleague.org/
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It's good to have each player introduce themselves and their parent(s) or 

guardian(s) to the group. 

 Coaches Expectations – Managers should give the players their ground 

rules about practice. Tell them where they will have practice, rules about 

being at practice, when the team will take breaks, what to bring with them, 

what to wear, and how they should behave. 

 Paperwork – Managers should hand out the team roster, have the parents 

check the roster for accuracy, and if there are any corrections have each 

parent make the correction on their copy. Managers should make 

corrections and distribute a new copy at the next practice.  If there are any 

corrections, they should also be coordinated with the division 

commissioner and communications director so that the official rosters can 

be updated. 

 Schedule - If the season schedule is available, it should be handed out as 

well. The schedule may include: practices, refreshment assignments, photo 

day, holidays, etc. Practices times should be included on the schedule. 

 Form Collection – All players must fill out the Player Registration Form 

and Medical Release Form.  Players attending evaluations should have 

provided the form at check-in.  However, returning players will need to 

provide this form to their team manager.  The manager may also be 

informed from the Player Agent that a form from evaluations was missing.  

 Information about what to do in case of bad weather, the general rules of 

the game, what is intended for the players to learn, expectations of 

attendance, etc. can also be written up and handed out to the parents. 

 

Communication with Players 
 

Communication with players goes far beyond simply giving them verbal instructions. In 

many situations, it's not what is said but how it is said, and how it makes the players feel 

about themselves. Non-verbal communication plays a significant role, well in excess of 

50%. 

 

 

 

 

 

Facial expressions, physical gestures, and even the tone of one’s voice can convey much. 

Talk to the players on their level. Get down on one knee. Volunteers should look directly 

into the player’s eyes, using simple and direct statements. Volunteers should avoid 

wearing sunglasses or they should be propped on the head so eye contact can be made. 

 

There is no need for sarcasm on the playing field, nor the practice field for that matter. 

Always be positive, honest, and sincere with the players. Players will respect a coach that 

They may forget what you 

said, but they will never forget 

how you made them feel. 

-- Anonymous 
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is honest and positive. Volunteers should make sure that non-verbal language is 

consistent with their words and remember that non-verbal cues can be much more 

significant than what is said. 

 

A good rule to follow is to always repeat the message at least three times, in different 

ways, to ensure the message gets across to the players. It has been said that it takes 

people in general an average of seeing or hearing something seven times before it finally 

sinks in. Players should be told what it is the volunteer wants them to know, telling them 

again for good measure, and then telling them one more time just in case the first two 

attempts didn't sink in. Rephrasing the point a little each time will enable a better chance 

of getting the point across. 

 

How to be Less Intimidating to Younger Players - When talking to an individual 

player or to a small group of players, volunteers should consider taking a knee to get 

down to the eye level of the player. Younger players are often intimidated by a more 

aggressive, domineering approach (an approach that can work for older players). 

 

Volunteers should make sure they can be heard by the players, but should try not to get to 

the level of screaming. One may be loud by nature but should not be mean or malicious.  

 

There is a difference between being loud and yelling to the kids versus loudly yelling at 

the kids. The gap between the two might be pretty narrow so be careful. In one-on-one 

communication, lower volume may serve the purpose and be much more effective than a 

normal or loud voice. A still, small voice can be very powerful in the right situations. 

 

Communication with the Parents  
 

Volunteers may or may not have a great deal of contact with the players' parents. More 

than likely, some of them will hang around and watch practice from a distance. Some of 

them will drop their kid off and come back later to pick them up. Hopefully some of the 

parents will volunteer to help with practices and games.  

 

Getting parents involved on the field will enable the manager more time to work with 

individual players.  

 

How to Help Reduce Pressure from Parents - Effectively communicating with the 

parents means understanding, to some extent, what the parent's objectives are for their 

child? Some parents are happy to see their child just participate. Other parents aren't 

happy unless their child excels. Some want to see their kid contributing and improving 

their skills. 

 

If a parent does need to talk with a volunteer, that volunteer should listen, listen, and 

listen! The volunteer should listen with empathy to gain the insight to the parent’s 

concern. Depending on the topic and the parent, it may have taken some courage on the 

part of the parent to approach the volunteer, particularly the manager of the team. 

Volunteers should do their best to be approachable. 
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It is best to be positive, objective and honest about the player’s skills and areas for 

development. If there's a behavioral issue, or some other personal matter to discuss with a 

parent, the discussion should occur without the player being present. Often a phone call 

or e-mail will suffice; sometimes a face-to-face discussion is best. One advantage of face-

to-face is that one can better control the tone of the discussion, and one can discern a lot 

by the non-verbal indicators. It's more difficult, but not impossible, to convey one’s 

empathetic tone in writing. 

 

A good rule of thumb for all volunteers to implement is the 24-hour rule.  This rule states 

that parents and coaches should let 24 hours pass before discussing a situation with a 

game or practice.  Especially after a game, there is an opportunity for emotions to run 

high.  Allowing for 24-hours to pass will allow everyone to address any potential 

situations from the best mental state, especially if a “cooling off” period is necessary.   

 

Lastly, be open to new ideas and encourage involvement from the parents. Remember 

that information is power, and information can come from a variety of sources. 

 

Communication with the Officials 
 

HTLL umpires are volunteers. They're 

charged with the important and sometime 

difficult tasks of enforcing the rules, making 

all of the judgment calls, and making sure the game is safe and fun for the kids. It's a 

tough job and somebody has to do it.  

 

Realistically though, umpires are human, too; and, like any normal human, will surely 

make some mistakes.  Show your players respect for the officials, and they'll learn to 

show respect as well. If an incorrect ruling is made, it's okay to politely approach the 

plate umpire and get clarification. The umpires will appreciate the courtesy, even if they 

don't change the ruling.  

 

VIII. PLAYER DEVELOPMENT 
 

Available Teaching Equipment  

 

There is a myriad of training aids available in the Major and Minor League equipment 

area, shed, or upper field building.  Please see any experienced manager if you are unsure 

as to how to use a piece of equipment. 

 

Batting Cage 

 

The batting cage is available to use at any time except when games are being played on 

the Lower Field.  The batting cage is reserved for those teams during the designated 

practice time.  If both Major and Minor League teams are practicing, the Minor league 

All HTLL Umpires Are 

Volunteers; the Only Words They 

Need to Hear are Thank You 
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team will have the cage for the first hour and the Major League team will have the cage 

in the second hour. 

 

 
There is a pitching machine and an L-shaped protective screen in the cage.  There should 

be an extension cord long enough to run to the electrical box located on the telephone 

pole just outside the left field corner fence of the Lower Field.  Each manager will 

receive a key to the batting cage and to the electric box. 

 

When the activity is done in the cage, and if no team will be using the cage 

IMMEDIATELY following the practice, the manager is responsible for returning the 

batting cage to its ready state, including: 

 

 Rolling up the extension cord 

 Locking the electric box 

 Covering the pitching machine with tarp and securing the tarp with bungee 

cords 

 Moving the pitchers screen to the side 

 Locking up the batting cage 

 Running a Good Practice 

 
Have a well-defined plan for each practice, including goals and objectives, and be 

prepared to deal with a large group of kids. The plan should preferably be in written 

form, so that assistant coaches can continue in your absence. This plan should include: 

 

 Objectives to be accomplished this practice. 

 Approximately four basic activities and the time expected to be spent on each. 

 A list of any required equipment. 

 A blank space where notes can be jotted down about what went well, what 

didn’t, and any ideas for improving the practice. 

 
Below is an example of a typical practice: 

 Warm Up - Greatly reduces the risk of injury, and is especially important for 

developing long-term physical fitness awareness.  Typical warm up includes a 

light jog to get blood flowing to the muscles.  Stretches to increase muscle 

flexibility and strength, sprints after stretching to really get the muscles ready 

and then a easy catch with a partner. 

 

The Batting Cages cannot be used when a game is being  

played on Reilly Field (Lower Field) 
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 Team Talk - Let the players know what is expected from them, and what 

needs to be accomplished in that practice session. 

 Skill Development - Focus on skill 

development drills and exercises. The first half 

of the time should be spent reviewing and 

improving skills previously taught. The second 

half of the time should be spent introducing a 

new skill. It's good to introduce one new skill, or 

a variation a skill already learned at every 

practice. Explain the skill and then demonstrate 

the skill, using proper technique. Then have the 

players perform the drill with close supervision 

to ensure proper technique. 

 

 Water Break - If it's hot, take a 3 to 5 minute water break and cool-down.  

Use the break as an opportunity to reinforce the skill just practiced. Note: 

Don't rely on your players to bring their own water. Most will, but one or two 

may not. Always have some extra water on hand for those who don't bring 

their own. It's easy to get dehydrated, and that can be dangerous.  

 Scrimmage - Modified the scrimmage to ensure the skills you introduced 

have game-time implications. Here are a few tips to ensure a successful 

scrimmage: 

- Rotate positions so each player has a chance to understand the 

requirements of each position. 

- Use some of the players as coaches and officials, to get better 

understanding of the rules. 

- Play for a set amount of time, not until a scrimmage team reaches a certain 

score. 

 

 Team Talk - Take the time reinforce what was learned and to start preparing 

your players mentally for the upcoming game. 

 

For additional drills to use during a practice please see Appendix E.  For videos of drills 

go to the HTLL website or on the Little League website.  There are plenty of fun drills to 

choose which will make the practices fun while teaching the particular skill. 

 

Fall Ball 

Reward Instead of Punish - Encouraging positive behavior and good 

performance is more effective than punishing poor performance, 

especially for younger players. The reward doesn't have to be 

elaborate. It may be a treat, a gold star, a player of the day award, a 

good word in front of the other players, etc. 



Practice Tip: First to Practice, First 

to Bat 
 

Have the players sign in on a clipboard as 
they arrive at practice, and use that list as 

the batting order for batting practice. 
Baseball players love batting practice, and 
if you give them a little batting practice 
incentive to arrive on time (or even early), 
you ultimately win. 
 
It works even better if you do batting 

practice first.  Be creative! Remember 
you're dealing with the psychology of kids. 
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HTLL has an 8 week Fall Ball programs depending on the number of sign-ups. For Major 

League players and those players moving up from the Minors (ages 10-12) we offer an 

instructional Fall baseball league to all children living within Haverford Township and 

the surrounding areas. It is a wonderful opportunity for the Minors moving up to the 

Majors to experience the game at a faster and more competitive level as well as enable 

the returning majors to try different positions from where they played the previous year. 

The children are placed on teams and play once a week on Sunday. The games are 

normal 6 inning games and the children receive instruction during the game. The program 

is designed for the children to play at a competitive level and to learn while playing.  

 

 

IX. FIELD MAINTENANCE 

 
HTLL fields are some of the finest maintained fields in Haverford Township.  This does 

not happen by accident and it is not totally because of the Township Parks and Recreation 

Department.   

 

Currently, HTLL uses six (6) fields.  The fields on Karakung Drive (Reilly Field and the 

Upper Field; collectively Karakung) are used mainly by the Major and Minor League 

Divisions.  Some Machine Pitch games may also be played on these fields.  Elwell Field 

(small diamond) on Ardmore Avenue and Chestnutwold Elementary School on Belmont 

Avenue is used primarily by the Machine Pitch Division. Elwell may also be used for 

Major or Minor League Division practices.  Normandy Park on Normandy Road is only 

used by the T-Ball Division. HTLL also gets limited time on Paddock Fields off of W. 

Hillcrest Avenue for extra team practices or skills clinics.      

 

The League takes responsibility for much of the maintenance on our fields.  Each year we 

invest thousands of dollars toward field repairs and maintenance.   It is imperative that 

everyone involved in the operation of the League assist in helping to maintain the fields.  

Field maintenance is a continuous process throughout the season (including before and 

after the season).  The following is the typical schedule of field maintenance: 

 

Pre-Season (March and Early April) 

 

This is the most important timeframe for field maintenance.  This is when we need as 

many volunteers as possible to get the fields ready for the season.  Field preparations 

typically include: 

 

 Rebuilding the mound and batter’s box 

 Removing any weeds or grass from the infield diamond-tex (“dirt”) 

 Weeding infield and outfield grass 

 Leveling the infield “dirt” and base paths with diamond-tex/field conditioner 

mixture. 
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 Filling of holes and reseeding in the infield and outfield 

 Soding areas that need special attention 

 Weeding and cleaning of dugouts and bench areas 

 Repairing the perimeter of the fence 

 Hanging banners of sponsors (Karakung) 

 Hanging the net in the batting cage (Karakung) 

 Hanging the backstop pads 

 Cleaning and organizing of equipment rooms or Knack boxes  

 Checking, cleaning, repairing or replacing equipment 

 Cleaning, organizing and stocking the snack bar 

 Cleaning the bathrooms (Karakung) 

 

In-Season – After Practice 

 

Unless the incoming team’s manager or coach who has practice following you requests 

that the equipment be left out for their own use, all equipment should be organized, 

cleaned as necessary, and returned to the equipment room or knack box and stowed in a 

proper manner.  If no team is following your practice, make sure that all doors 

(equipment room, knack box, bathrooms, snack bar, cage and electric box) are secured 

and locked. 

 

The infield should be raked and/or broomed.  Fill in any holes on the pitcher’s mound or 

the batter’s box. All trash should be collected and thrown away. All stray water bottles, 

bats, gloves, batting gloves should be held by the coach to return to their owners. 

 

In-Season Game Day Maintenance 

 

Please see the section “Game Day” for a description of what needs to occur before and 

after the game. 

 

In-Season Weekend Maintenance 

 

Typical field maintenance activities teams can do during their practice time include: 

 

 Cleaning the dugouts 

 Raking 

 Ground leveling  

 Hole filling 
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Some Maintenance Tips: 

 

The infield is a Diamond-Tex/Field Conditioner mixture not Dirt – Grass won’t grow on 

Diamond-Tex/Field Conditioner so please: 

 Rake away from the grass when raking the infield. 

 Fill infield holes with diamond-tex or field conditioner and outfield holes with 

dirt (there is no dirt pile you’ll need to borrow some from Mother Earth) 

 Chalk infield lines and Paint outfield lines (this goes for pre-game too) 

 Please try to bag any “yard” waste  

 

X. GAME DAY 
 

Regular season games are scheduled every day of the week except Sundays.  Monday 

through Friday games start at 6:00pm; in April, Minor League games to start at 5:45pm 

because administrating the game takes longer at these age levels.   

 

Typically there are 2 Saturday games in the Majors and Minors that starts at 10:00am 

and 12pm.  If there is no Major league game being played at 12pm on Saturday – the 

Minor league can optionally be played on the Reilly Field.  

 

For Saturday morning Minor League games, there will be a time limit imposed. No top 

of the inning shall start after 11:45am, (except for weather delays). The next inning 

starts when the last out is recorded in the previous inning. If a team is winning the game 

by more than 5 runs going into the 6th inning, the game should be ended at 12pm – 

regardless of when the inning started. 

 

 

 

Pre-Game 

 

All managers, especially new managers, should have a good pre-game routine in 

administering the game. Not only does a lineup have to be made before the start of the 

game (suggest you do this before arriving at the ballpark) but the field needs to be 

prepared, the players to get ready,  the starting pitcher to warm-up, and the scoreboard set 

up.  This is a lot of work in the measly 30 minutes before the game.  Here are some 

helpful hints: 

 

 Prepare the lineup, substitutions AND field assignments for each inning 

before arriving at the field (changes can always be made as needed during the 

game).  It’s helpful to have this printed out and posted in the dugout for all 

kids to see.  This eliminates a lot of the “can I play [position]…” bevy of 

requests between innings, and will get the team into their defensive positions 

much faster.  Some managers may choose to only post the batting order since 
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fielding positions can change dramatically throughout the course of the game 

depending on how the game progresses.  Posting field positions may be 

helpful in the Minor League division and below. 

 Have the coaches get the equipment ready and prepare the field while getting 

the players organized and warming up.  If no one is paying attention to the 

kids as they arrive – it can become a safety issue. 

 Please make sure everyone is in full uniform (required).  Many times the 

coach goes hatless during the game.  All players should have their shirts 

tucked in throughout the game, with the correct hat, pants and socks. 

 If a pre-game team warmup is used (not often used in the Minors, Machine 

Pitch, or T-Ball) before the game – the visitors get 5:30pm – 5:40pm (9:30am 

– 9:40 am early Sat games) and the Home Team gets 5:40pm – 5:50pm 

(9:40am-9:50am). 

 Be sure that all your male catchers are wearing a cup (absolutely required).  

The catcher’s facemask must be the helmet style face mask with a dangling 

throat guard (no exceptions). The chest protector must fit properly. A 

catcher’s mitt must be used by the catcher (LL Rule 1.12) 

 Before each game – the Little League Pledge is recited by both teams while 

lined up on the first and third base line.  Send 2-3 kids to the mound to 

represent the team during the pledge.  Try to rotate this as the kids regard this 

as a special thing. 

 

Pre-Game Field Maintenance 

 

It is the Home team that has the responsibility for field set up before the game.  However, 

managers, coaches, and parents from both teams playing should help out when necessary, 

especially when field conditions are poor due to inclement weather. 

 

Generally the pre-game field preparation consist of: 

 Wetting down the infield with the hose if necessary 

 Raking and/or brooming the infield, batter’s box, and mound – filling in any 

holes 

 Lining the infield chalk lines using the spool of twine (or the faded lines from 

previous games) as a guideline  

 Placing the bases in their wells – be sure the bottom of the base is flush with 

the infield dirt.  This is a safety risk that must be looked at carefully prior to 

each game and during games. 
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In-Game Reminders 

 

Now the game starts and while most are really focused on the action on the field, the kids 

(especially in the Minors, Machine Pitch, and T-Ball Divisions) almost never are.  So 

here are some more in-game reminders and rules to be aware of and enforce:  

 

 

 No more than 3 coaches (yes it includes the manager) are allowed in the 

dugout during a game (LL Rule 3.17). 

 Machine Pitch Division exception: more than three coaches are permitted 

 On Field: The team batting has coaches located in the following 

positions: the pitching machine, 1st and 3rd Bases , and behind Home 

Plate. The team in the field on defense has coaches located in Left-

Center Field and Right-Center Field. 

 In the Dugout: Both teams may have a scorekeeper, a bench coach, 

and an on-deck coach. 

o T-Ball Division exception: Each team may have as many coaches as needed to 

control the game and provide instruction.  This may include: manager, bench 

coach, home plate area coach, 1st and 3rd Base coaches, and outfield coaches. 

 Adult coaches may be used to coach 1st and 3rd base (LL Reg. XIV(c)) 

provided that at least one adult coach or manager is present in the dugout (LL 

Rule 4.05(2)).   Base coaches are required and if not enough adults are 

available, players can be used, but must wear a helmet. 

 Managers and coaches are restricted to the coaching boxes or the dugout 

during the game. 

 A 4th coach (including scorekeeper or pitch counter) is not allowed inside the 

dugout.  They are allowed near the dugout as long as they are not “coaching” 

the players (i.e. task restricted to scorekeeping, pitch counting, and scoreboard 

NOTE:  DO NOT CHALK THE OUTFIELD FOUL LINES 

These are PAINTED each week by a member of the maintenance 

committee.  If the lines are not visible the umpires will have to 

eyeball calls using the base and the foul pole as a guide. 

League strongly encourages all players to wear a protective cup 

whenever on the field. With the potential of dental injuries, parents 

may wish to equip their player with a proper fitting mouth guard. 
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operator).  The umpire has the right to ask the offending “coach” to vacate the 

dugout area if they deem that person to be coaching during the game. 

 Upper Field (Karakung) : Spectators are not allowed along the first and third 

base lines, or behind home plate (restricted to view game from foul pole to 

foul pole along the outfield fence. Reilly Field: Spectators are not allowed 

along the outfield fence except in the stands down the left or right field lines.  

 Players are not allowed to handle bats in the dugout during the game (of 

course except to get it to bat and re-rack it after the at bat). 

 There is no on-deck area.  Only the first batter of the inning can swing a bat 

outside the dugout while the pitcher is warming up. 

 Machine Pitch Division exception: a fenced-in on-deck area is 

provided at both Chestnutwold Elementary School and Elwell Field 

(small baseball field). 

 

 Only the next batter can stand near the bat rack.  They should have their 

helmets and batting gloves (shoes tied too) on and be ready to hit when it’s 

their turn to bat. 

 

 All players and coaches (except base coaches) must be in the dugout during 

play (except for an occasional bathroom break).  Pitchers that need to warm 

up must do so down the left field or right field “bullpen” areas.  Players 

cannot warm up or swing bats during the game in dead ball territory. 

 

 Only players that are on the team roster team are allowed in the dugout during 

the game.   

 

 Coaches are allowed to warm up pitchers in the bullpen (HTLL exception to 

LL Reg XIV(f)) and between innings UNTIL the catcher has his gear on and 

is ready to take the warm up pitches. 

 

 Machine Pitch Division and T-Ball Division – there is no need to have players 

warm up on the sidelines.  Warm up throws will take place on the field when 

teams switch from offense to defense. 

 

 PLEASE have the next catcher geared up and ready to go at the conclusion of 

your at bat (except of course if the catcher makes the last out).  This is the 

major cause of game delays every year. Courtesy runner for the catcher is 

allowed (and highly encouraged) after two outs (this is not a special runner 

under LL Rule 7.14).  

 

 Pitchers get 6-8 warm up pitches OR one minute to warm up (whichever 

comes first) – guess which usually comes first). 
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 Food is generally not allowed in the dugout during the game.  Sunflower seeds 

are the manager’s discretion. NO GUM ALLOWED. 

 

 The home team is responsible for operating the score board. A non-rostered 

child or adult may operate the scoreboard as long as they are not coaching 

during the game. There is no scoreboard for the Machine Pitch Division, and 

the score is NOT kept for T-Ball. 

 

 Verbally harassing, taunting or distracting the other team will not be tolerated 

and may be called as verbal interference at the judgment of the umpire (LL 

Rule 2.00 Definition of Interference).  Cheering for your own team or players 

is of course allowed. Chanting is discouraged but not against the rules as long 

as the chanting is not directed at the other team and positive in nature. “Let’s 

go Bob-by” is okay (as long as Bobby is on that team).  “Rag-arm, Rag-arm” 

is not okay.   HTLL encourages the players to quiet their cheering as the 

opposing team’s pitcher begins his windup. 

 

Post-Game Field Maintenance 

 

It is the Visiting Team responsibility for post-game field maintenance; however the home 

team should help out when possible especially if the visiting team helped you with field 

preparation. Both teams have the responsibility to organized, clean as necessary, and 

returned and properly stow all equipment in the equipment room or knack box.   

  

Post-game duties include: 

 

 Infield should be raked and/or broomed, filling in any holes.   

 The infield may be sprayed down with a hose (if available), especially during 

hot weather; the hose should be rolled up after use and the water spigot turn to 

the shut position.   

 All trash should be collected and thrown away.  

 All stray water bottles, bats, gloves, batting gloves should be held by the 

coach to return to their owners. 

 Equipment room, knack box, bathrooms, snack bar, cage and electric box 

should be secured and locked if the home team has not done so (see snack bar 

duties below). 

 

XI. EQUIPMENT CARE 

 
Baseballs 

 

Each manager will receive 4 dozen brand new baseballs at the beginning of the year.  

These are to be used for practices and games.   
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 Minors and Majors League Divisions: The home team supplies two baseballs for 

each game.  If you have 10 home games, that is 20 baseballs for games leaving 16 

for practice.  It is up to the managers and coaches to take care and maintain the 

supply of baseballs given to them at the beginning of the season. 

 Machine Pitch Division: The home team supplies six (6) baseballs for each game. 

Teams will have six (6) home games that is 36 baseballs for games leaving 12 for 

practice or to use in games if baseballs are lost or become unusable. It is up to the 

managers and coaches to take care and maintain the supply of baseballs given to 

them at the beginning of the season. 

 T-Ball Division: The home team supplies six (6) T-Ball Softie baseballs for each 

game. Teams will have six (6) home games, which is 36 t-balls for games leaving 

12 for practice or to use in games if t-balls are lost or become unusable. It is up to 

the managers and coaches to take care and maintain the supply of t-balls given to 

them at the beginning of the season. 

 The League will issue baseballs for the playoffs as needed. 

 

There is also Safe-T-Balls (softer) available to all teams in the equipment room.  These 

are especially good for teaching younger players to field.   

 

Helmets 

 

Enough approved batting helmets are provided so each team during a game should have 

about  eight (8) helmets.  Helmets should be checked periodically to see if there are any 

cracks that could compromise its protectiveness.   

 

We recommended that kids wearing the league helmets where their baseball cap under 

the helmet. 

 

Because helmets do crack when abused it is especially important during games and 

practices that managers and coaches ensure that kids not to throw or slam their helmets.  

We will replace any helmets that present a safety risk but helmets are expensive.   

 

Kids can use their own helmets; however they must be checked to be sure they meet the 

Little League specifications.  If an umpire (during a game) or a league official (manager, 

coach, safety officer etc.) during practice sees a child using a non-approved helmet they 

should instruct the kid not to wear it and then explain to the parents why.  This is not to 

be mean, this is to be safe.  The helmet must meet NOCSAE specifications for Little 

League. 

 

There are a few helmets available that are equipped with a face guard if a parent or child 

wants to use that for additional protection.       

 

Catchers Equipment 

 

The league will provide Little League approved catcher’s helmet (with dangling throat 

guard), chest protectors, and shin guards.  We supply several sizes of each item in both 
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the minor and major league.  Please make sure the catchers are properly fitted with the 

equipment so that the players are protected. We do not supply protective cups. It is the 

managers’ responsibility to make sure all catchers are wearing a protective cup 

when catching in practice or in a game.  In a game the umpires will enforce this rule. 

 

Catcher’s equipment may be the most abused equipment in HTLL.  Please make sure that 

after each PRACTICE and GAME, that the catcher’s equipment is hung properly on the 

peg boards in the equipment rooms.  Please clean off all dirt from the shin guards and 

make sure the knee aids are properly attached and not tangled up. Check the equipment 

before and after each use to make sure all straps and buckles are still attached and secure.  

IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY – NOT THE NEXT TEAM.  If minor repairs cannot 

be performed immediately on the catcher’s equipment – take the equipment point of play 

and notify the division commissioner. 

 

Baseball Gloves 

 

HTLL does not provide baseball gloves for the player. Please make sure that all the 

players have properly fitted gloves as it will enhance their enjoyment of the game. 

 

Bases 

 

Try to wipe or hose down the bases after a game or practice and store them together 

clearly visible on a shelf.  For safety reasons you should always use the bases to cover the 

base anchor hole during a practice. 

 

Machine Pitch Division:  

 Chestnutwold Elementary School: wipe down bases prior to storage in one of the 

metal job boxes. Replace the plugs for the anchor holes. 

 Elwell Field: wipe down the bases prior to storage in the metal job box. Replace 

the plugs for the anchor holes. 

T-Ball Division: 

 Normandy Park T-Ball Field: shake or wipe off the dirt from the “throw down” 

bases prior to storage in the metal job box. 

 

Bats 

 

Make sure that every child’s bats conforms to Little League rules. Due to safety concerns 

please make sure that there are no dents or cracks with any of the bats. 

 

Pitching Machine 

 

To transport the pitching machine to and from the field, either disassemble it and 

transport it in sections (machine should be reassembled after use) or turn it upside down 

on the wheel and roll the machine using the legs as a helm.  BE CAREFUL:  Make sure 

the electronic mechanism is adjusted so that it is not scraping along the ground as you roll 
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the machine. After using the machine, please be sure to knock off all the dirt attached to 

the fly wheel and the machine. 

 

Machine Pitch Division  

 Chestnutwold: The pitching machine is stored in one of the metal job boxes. 

 Elwell: The pitching machine is stored in shed located near the playground 

equipment area. 

 

XII. RULES 
 

Baseball is a game of rules. Little League Rules are a modification of the Official 

Baseball Rules (as used by MLB).  There are also modified rules based on the division 

(Majors, Minors, Machine Pitch and T-Ball) and Special League Rules. You should 

become familiar with the rules as much as possible, but no one knows every rule by heart, 

that is why you are given a rule book and a copy of the special league rules by division 

every year.   

 

Rule Myths and Debated Rules 

 

In Appendix B we provide the 40 Rule Myths in baseball and the 10 Most Debated Rules 

in Little League.  Just learning these is a giant leap forward toward understanding the 

rules of the game.   

 

League Rules 

 

HTLL, like most leagues, have created certain “League Rules” that deviate from the 

Little League Rules.  We cannot deviate from any Little League Rule that is established 

for safety of the welfare of the players, such as pitch count.  The HTLL By-Laws 

includes the League Rules for each level of play. . 

 

Pitching Rules 

 

Little League pitching rules apply to Majors and Minors League Divisions and must be 

strictly adhered to.  Although there is no alteration to the Little League rules on pitch 

count, a summary is provided here to strengthen the importance.  These rules are in place 

to ensure that safety of the players. 

 

 Any player on a regular season team may pitch (except 12 year olds playing 

Minors Division. (NOTE: There is no limit to the number of pitchers a team 

may use in a game.)  

 

 A pitcher once removed from the mound in a game cannot return as a pitcher.  

 

 The pitcher must be removed when he/she reaches the limit for his/her age 

group as noted below, but the pitcher may remain in the game at another 

position:  
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 League Age 11-12   - 85 pitches per day 

 League Age   9-10   - 75 pitches per day  

 League Age   8        - 50 pitches per day  

 

Exception: If a pitcher reaches the limit imposed in Regulation VI (c) for his/her league 

age while facing a batter, the pitcher may continue to pitch until any one of the following 

conditions occurs: 1. That batter reaches base; 2. That batter is put out; 3. The third out is 

made to complete the half-inning.  

 

Note 1: HTLL League Rule for the Minor League Division requires a pitcher to be 

removed from the mound when the pitcher reaches the pitch count limit or after pitching 

3 innings in a game regardless of the pitch count.  Once removed from the mound the 

player cannot return as pitcher for the remainder of the game.   

 

Note 2: A pitcher who delivers 41 or more pitches in a game cannot play the position of 

catcher for the remainder of that day.  

 

Note 3: If a player has played the catcher position in any part (one pitch) of 4 innings; 

that player cannot pitch for the remainder of the day.  
 

 Pitchers league age 12 and under must adhere to the following rest 

requirements:  

 If a player reaches the 66+ pitch threshold, four (4) calendar days of 

rest must be observed.  

 If a player reaches the 51 - 65 pitch threshold, three (3) calendar days 

of rest must be observed.  

 If a player reaches the 36 - 50 pitch threshold, two (2) calendar days of 

rest must be observed.  

 If a player reaches the 21 - 35 pitch threshold, one (1) calendar days of 

rest must be observed. 

 If a player pitches 1-20 pitches, no (0) calendar day of rest is   

required. 

Note 4: A pitcher may only pitch in one game per day no matter how many pitches he 

threw in the first game. 

 

Pitch Rules Regarding Suspended Games 
 

 In suspended games resumed on another day, the pitchers of record at the time the game 

was halted may continue to pitch to the extent of their eligibility for that day, provided 

said pitcher has observed the required days of rest.  
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Example 1: A league age 12 pitcher delivers 70 pitches in a game on Monday when the 

game is suspended. The game resumes on the following Thursday. The pitcher is not 

eligible to pitch in the resumption of the game (or in any game before that game) because 

he/she has not observed the required days of rest (4 days).  

 

Example 2: A league age 12 pitcher delivers 70 pitches in a game on Monday when the 

game is suspended. The game resumes on Saturday. The pitcher is eligible to pitch up to  

85 more pitches in the resumption of the game because he/she has observed the required 

days of rest (4 days). 

 

Example 3: A league age 12 pitcher delivers 70 pitches in a game on Monday when the 

game is suspended. The game resumes two weeks later. The pitcher is eligible to pitch up 

to 85 more pitches in the resumption of the game, provided he/she is eligible based on 

his/her pitching record during the previous four days.  

 

 

XIII. PLAYOFFS 
 

Major, Minor, and Machine Pitch Divisions conduct single elimination playoffs.  

Playoff structure and seeding may change from year to year but in general: 

 

If the Majors consist of 7 teams, the first place team receives a BYE and 2nd place 

plays 7th place, 3rd  place plays 6th place, and 4th place plays 5th place.  After those 

games the teams are reseeded with the 1st place team playing the lowest seeded team. 

 

If the Minors consists of 8 teams and spilt into two divisions (East and West), the first 

place team in the East plays the 4th place team in the West and vice-versa. After those 

games the remaining 2 teams in the division play, with the 1st place team playing the 

lowest seeded team. 

 
  If E#1 > W#1 OR If W#1 > E#1 

Playoffs 1 W#4 @ E#1   E#4 @ W#1 

Playoffs 2 E#4 @ W#1   W#4 @ E#1 

Playoffs 3 W#3 @ E#2   E#3 @ W#2 

Playoffs 4 E#3 @ W#2   W#3 @ E#2 

        

Playoffs   P#4 vs P#1   

Playoffs   P#3 vs P#2   

        

Championship  Game    

 

Playoffs for the Machine Pitch League will start on the first Monday after the Memorial 

Day week.   

If the Machine Pitch League consists of seven (7) teams, the first place team receives a 

BYE. The 2nd place team plays 7th place, 3rd place plays 6th place, and 4th place plays 5th 

place. After those games in round one are played, the teams are re-seeded with the 1st 
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place team playing the lowest seeded team. The winning teams of the 2nd round will play 

each other in a best-of-three championship series. 

If the Machine Pitch Division consists of eight (8) teams, the 1st round of playoffs will be 

organized as such: 1st place plays 8th place, 2nd place plays 7th place, 3rd place plays 6th 

place, and 4th plays 5th place. For the second round, the teams are re-seeded. The 3rd 

round is the championship series between the two remaining teams.  

T-Ball does not have playoffs. 

The division commissioners (or the HTLL President in a case of a conflict of interest) are 

the only ones who can change a scheduled playoff game date and/or time.  The playoff 

schedule should only be changed (outside weather issues) if a team cannot field nine 

players for the game. If a team has nine players available – the game must be played, it 

does not matter which nine are available. The major league player pool or the minor 

league short player process cannot be used for playoff games. 

 

XIV. TOURNAMENT TEAMS 

 
HTLL typically sponsors three teams in post-season tournament play.  Tournament 

teams are aged based: a 12/11 year old team; an 11/10 year old team; and a 10/9 year 

old team. Players for tournament teams are selected through a ballot system by the 

major league managers and players (12 and 11 year old teams) and the minor league 

managers only for the 10 year old team. Usually 12-13 players are chosen for each 

team. Since tournament play are highly competitive games, only the most skilled 

baseball players are chosen for the team. There are no tryouts; players are chosen on 

merit based on their performance in the regular season.  Players also must be able to 

commit to at least 6-7 weeks of practice from mid-June through the month of July.  If 

the team is very successful, games could extend into August.  The Tournament Team 

selection process can be found in Section 11 of the HTLL By-Laws.  

 

There are no tournament teams for Machine Pitch and T-Ball. 

 

XV. HTLL HIT-FEST 
 

The HTLL major fund raiser is called Hit-Fest. This fun competition is to raise money for 

capital improvement projects at the field.  Major, Minor, and Machine Pitch Divisions 

players get pledge sheets for the HTLL Hit-Fest. The target goal for each player is $50 in 

pledges; the target goal for each team is $500 in pledges.  All players are allowed to 

participate regardless of any pledge or contribution. Players get to bat to accumulate 

points (based on the hit) and compete in 4 different age groups  

(? May need to change the number of age groups).  There are also team awards.  

 

XVI. PLAYER APPRECIATION DAY 
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After each season, either in late June or September the Karakung Divisions hold a 

Player Appreciation Day and invite all families for hot dogs and soda.  It is here we 

give out awards for regular season and tournament champions, tournament teams and 

announce the Bobby Dean Award Winner. The Bobby Dean Award is given to a 12 

year old player that best exhibits the positive attributes of Little League baseball.   

 

HAC Divisions of HTLL 

 

The HAC Divisions of HTLL holds a Player Appreciation Day / Machine Pitch 

Showcase Game on the Saturday after Memorial Day.   

 

The Machine Pitch Division conducts a Machine Pitch Showcase Game that is for those 

players moving from the Machine Pitch Division up to the Minor League Baseball 

Division next season. 

 

The T-Ball Division conducts various field events for all T-Ball Division players. 

 

All players receive 10 free tickets (value $2.50) for food and drink.   
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Appendix A: Principles for Manager and Coaches 
 

Double Goal Principles 
As managers and coaches, you determine the kind of experience our athletes have with 

sports. We are committed to the principles of Positive Coaching Alliance (PCA). We 

expect you to be a Double-Goal Coach, who strives to win (one goal), while pursuing the 

more-important goal of teaching life lessons through sports. PCA’s DoubleGoal Coach 

Job Description includes: 

 

Model and teach your players to Honor the Game. 

 Teach ROOTS – respect for Rules, Opponents, Officials, Teammates, and one’s 

Self. 

 Hold a parent meeting and distribute PCA’s Parent/Guardian Letter to help 

parents Honor the Game. 

 Appoint a parent to be “Culture Keeper” for the team. 

 Drill Honoring the Game in practice. 

 Seize teachable moments to talk with players about Honoring the Game. 

 

Help players pursue mastery of their sport, not just scoreboard wins. 

 Teach players the ELM Tree of Mastery (Effort, Learning, and bouncing back 

from Mistakes). 

 Use a “Team Mistake Ritual” (like “Flushing Mistakes”) to help players quickly 

rebound from mistakes. 

 Reward effort, not just good outcomes. Recognize players even for 

“unsuccessful” effort. 

 Encourage players to set “Effort Goals” tied to how hard they try. 

 

Fill your players’ Emotional Tanks. 

 Use encouragement and positive reinforcement as your primary method of 

motivating. 

 Achieve the “Magic Ratio” of five positive reinforcements to each criticism or 

correction. 

 Use the “Buddy System” to teach players to fill each others’ Emotional Tanks. 

 Learn to give “Kid-Friendly Criticism,” such as criticizing in private, asking 

permission, using the Criticism Sandwich, and avoiding criticism in non-

teachable moments. 

 

Have conversations with your players at every practice and game. 

 Review Honoring the Game, the ELM Tree and the Emotional Tank throughout 

the season. 

 Ask questions and encourage players to speak and contribute during team 

meetings. 

 Use PCA’s Talking Points e-mail series to guide discussions with your players. 
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Your adopting these philosophies and actions will contribute to a positive, character-

building youth sports experience for all the children our organization serves. Thank you 

for all your time and effort! 

 

Positive Coaching Script for Filling the Emotional Tank 
Have you ever heard of the home court advantage?  How often do you think a team wins 

on its home court? It turns out that teams win at home a lot more than when they are 

away. One reason for this is the emotional support of the crowd. It tends to lift our 

emotions and make us play better. 

 

We want to be able to play our best all of the time.  To play our best we have to keep our 

“Emotional Tanks” full. What is an Emotional Tank? Well, it is like a gas tank in a car.  

When it is full, we run well, but when it is empty, we can’t go very far. 

 

Why is it important that we keep each other’s tanks full? If our Emotional Tank is empty, 

we become negative, and we give up easier. If our tanks are full, however, we are 

optimistic and are able to handle difficult situations.  As the coach, I will do my best to 

help fill your Emotional Tanks.  To have a really great season, I need your help. 

 

Think about when you miss a free throw.  What would someone say to make you feel 

worse? (“Nice job (sarcastically),” “You stink!”)  See, that was easy.  We call that 

draining the Emotional Tank.  When you criticize or insult your teammates, you make 

them feel worse.  That’s why we call it draining the Emotional Tank. I will try not to 

drain your Emotional Tank, but sometimes I will have to correct you to help you learn the 

game. I will try to do this in a way that keeps your Emotional Tank full. 

 

What would someone say to make you feel better after you missed a shot. (“Get the next 

one,” “Shake it off!”) We call that filling the Emotional Tank. Here are some ways to fill 

the Emotional Tank: 

 Tell your teammate when you see him do something well, or when you see him 

giving his maximum effort, even if he does not make the play, 

 Tell him when you see him improving – This will make him want to continue 

trying hard to improve even more, 

 Listen to your teammates – If your teammate has an idea he wants to share, you 

can fill his tank by listening to what he has to say. No one wants to be ignored. 

 

I promise to do all of these things. Also, I want you to do tank-filling activities with each 

other. Here is a great way that you can help me. It is called the Buddy System. Once in a 

while at practice, I’ll ask you to pair up with a buddy. It might be a different buddy every 

time. I want you to look for the things that your buddy is doing well.  Remember, though, 

you have to be truthful, or else it won’t mean anything.  Also, try to tell your buddies 

exactly what they did right. If your buddy makes a nice pass, say “Good pass! Way to 

bounce it in to the low post.” 

 

Do you think it is important to say more positives than negatives? How many more 

positives should you say? I am going to try to shoot for five positives for every negative. 
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I don’t want you to worry about the exact number of positives you say, just remember, be 

as positive as you can.   

 

So, right now, pair up with someone else, and he will be your buddy for today’s practice. 

Later in the practice, I am going to have each one of you report back to the team on what 

your buddy said to you to fill your tank. 

 

This season is going to be an especially great season if we support each other and keep 

our Emotional Tanks full.  With full Emotional Tanks, we will be off to the races, and 

there is no limit to what we can accomplish. 

 

Now, who can tell me some ways to fill each other’s Emotional Tanks? 

 

Effort Goals 
Effort Goals are a powerful tool of the Double-Goal Coach. Most coaches set Outcome 

Goals, which are highly dependent on the quality of one’s opponent.  A beginner playing 

tennis against a professional player is not likely to achieve the Outcome Goal of winning 

the match regardless of how hard he tries which can be discouraging. Effort Goals are 

largely under one’s control regardless of the competition.  A beginner playing an 

experienced player may lose on the scoreboard but still has a chance to achieve his Effort 

Goal. 

 

If players are recognized for trying hard, they will be likely to continue. Getting players 

to understand what it means to try hard can help them throughout their life. Effort goals 

are motivating to all players because they can control them and they can see their 

progress. 

 

Effort vs. Outcome Goals 

Effort and Outcome Goals are often confused. Here are some examples. 

 

Effort Goal Outcome Goal 

Sprint through first base on a 

grounder 

Beat the throw to first base 

Hustling to get in position to meet a 

grounder between hops 

Cleanly fielding the grounder and making 

the play in time to throw a runner out 

On defense, practice the 3 “Bs” every 

time the ball is in play. 1) move to the 

Ball, 2) cover a Base, or 3) Back up a 

throw 

Being in the right place (at the Ball, at the 

Base, or Backing up a throw) and making 

the play. 

 

The Link Between Effort Goals and Outcome Goals 

Outcome Goals can discourage effort, especially for younger, beginning or outmatched 

athletes. It’s not that coaches shouldn’t pay attention to Outcome Goals because there is a 

definite connection between Effort and Outcome Goals.  Well-designed Effort Goals 

should, over time, move one toward Outcome Goals. If a team focuses on Effort Goals 
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and begins to achieve them, its performance will improve and, over time, it will begin to 

get the Outcome Goals it desires (again, depending on relative talent). 

 

For example, if a softball coach wants her team to work hard at putting the ball in play, 

together they can set an Effort Goal of not taking any 3rd strikes looking. Being more 

confident at bat increases the chances of putting the ball in play and getting on base.  The 

team that gets more players on base, typically wins the game.   

 

Setting Effort Goals  
Effort Goals can be set by the coach, but it is more powerful to involve players in setting 

their own. Initially, players may not understand the difference between an Effort Goal 

and an Outcome Goal so coaches need to stress that Effort Goals are 1) about how hard 

one tries, and 2) under the control of the player.  A coach can “seed” the discussion by 

throwing out some possible Effort Goals, then players can be asked to select Effort Goals 

they’d like to achieve. 

 

The ideal situation is for players to set their own Effort Goals and attach a number to 

them for each practice, game or season. If you are an outfielder, for example.  “My effort 

goal is to back up throws in the infield” is less effective than “I will back up at least ___ 

throws in the infield per game.” The coach can then review the game with the player and 

they can set an Effort Goal for the next game based on how well he/she did in this one. 

 

Game and Season Long Effort 

Effort Goals can keep teams trying throughout a game or season regardless of the score.  

As long as a team has a chance to achieve its Effort Goals, it will be more likely to play 

hard all game long.  At halftime or during time-outs, coaches can review progress toward 

Effort Goals. 

 

In the example above, the basketball coach can review the team’s progress toward its 

Effort Goal of 20 free throws at halftime. Having a goal of 20 free throws and realizing 

they have only gotten four can motivate the team to be more aggressive in the second 

half. 

 

Wayne Pinegar once coached a soccer team of 7- and 8-year-old girls that had a 

challenging season. In the opening minutes of the first game his team scored a goal.  That 

not only was the team’s only goal that season, it was its only shot on goal. 

 

Wayne developed a set of Effort Goals to keep the team from getting discouraged 

because they had virtually no chance of winning on the scoreboard. One of the goals was 

to move the ball across midfield at least five times in a game. 

 

Toward the end of the final game of the season, with his team way behind, the girls 

moved the ball past midfield and they, and their parents on the sidelines, went nuts.  

Their celebration caused the opposing team and parents some confusion – weren’t they 

winning? Why was this other team, which was getting trounced according to the 

scoreboard, celebrating so enthusiastically? The answer, of course, is that when a coach 
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develops Effort Goals, the players can feel good about their improvement and continue 

giving their best effort even when they lose by a big margin on the Scoreboard. 

 

Effort Goals for Talented Athletes and Teams 

Effort Goals are not just for out-matched athletes or teams. Effort Goals can be useful for 

a talented team when it is playing an over-matched team and winning easily on the 

scoreboard. If a team has put the game away early, the coach can have players focus on 

Effort Goals using their weak hand or foot or trying a new move that they have not yet 

been able to master in a game. Using Effort Goals in this way has another benefit – it 

tends to keep the more talented team from rolling up the score even further 
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Appendix B: Top 40 Baseball Rule Myths 
 

1. MUST SLIDE RULE MYTH: The runner must always slide when the play is close 

 

There is no "must slide" rule. When the fielder has the ball in his possession, the 

runner has two choices; slide OR attempt to get around the fielder. He may NOT 

deliberately or maliciously contact the fielder, but he is NOT required to slide. 

 

If the fielder does not have possession but, is in the act of catching a thrown ball, and 

contact is made, it is a no-call unless the contact was intentional and malicious. 

 

Rule: 7.08 (a)(3)  

 

2. HANDS PART OF BAT RULE MYTH: The hands are considered part of the bat. 

 

The hands are part of a person's body. If a pitch hits the batter's hands the ball is dead; 

if he swung at the pitch, a strike is called (NOT a foul). If he was avoiding the pitch, 

he is awarded first base. 

 

Rules: 2.00 PERSON, TOUCH, STRIKE (e) and 6.05(f) 

 

3. NO HIT ON BOUNCED PITCH RULE MYTH: A pitch that bounces to the plate 

cannot be hit. 

 

A pitch is a ball delivered to the batter by the pitcher. It doesn't matter how it gets to 

the batter. The batter may hit any pitch that is thrown. A pitch that bounces before 

reaching the plate may never be a called strike or a legally caught third strike. 

 

Rule: 2.00 PITCH. (If the ball does not cross the foul line, it is not a pitch.) 

 

4. NO FIRST BASE ON BOUNCED HBP RULE MYTH: The batter does not get 

first base if hit by a pitch after it bounces. 

 

A pitch is a ball delivered to the batter by the pitcher. It doesn't matter how it gets to 

the batter. If the batter is hit by a pitch while attempting to avoid it, he is awarded first 

base. 

 

Rules: 2.00 PITCH, 6.08(b). 

 

5. RIGHT TURN RULE MYTH: The batter-runner must turn to his right after over-

running first base. 

 

The batter-runner may turn left or right, provided that if he turns left he does not 

make an attempt to advance. An attempt is a judgment made by the umpire. The 

requirement is that the runner must immediately return to first after overrunning or 

oversliding it. 
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Rule: 7.08(c and j) 

 

 

6. BREAKING WRISTS RULE MYTH: If the batter breaks his wrists when 

swinging, it's a strike. 

 

A strike is a judgment by the umpire as to whether the batter attempted to strike the 

ball. Breaking the wrists, or the barrel of the bat crossing the plate are simply guides 

to making the judgment of an attempt, these are not rules. 

 

Rule: 2.00 STRIKE 

 

7. FAIR FEET, FAIR BALL RULE MYTH: If a player's feet are in fair territory 

when the ball is touched, it is a fair ball. 

 

The position of the player's feet or any other part of the body is irrelevant. A ball is 

judged fair or foul based on the relationship between the ball and the ground at the 

time the ball is touched by the fielder. 

 

Rule: 2.00 FAIR, FOUL 

 

8. HIT PLATE RULE MYTH: If a batted ball hits the plate first it's a foul ball. 

 

The plate is in fair territory. There is nothing special about it. If a batted ball hits it, it 

is treated like any other batted ball. 

 

9. FOUL-TIP RULE MYTH: The ball is dead on a foul-tip. 

 

There is nothing foul about a foul-tip. If the ball nicks the bat and goes sharp and 

direct to the catcher's hand or glove and is caught, this is a foul-tip by definition. A 

foul-tip is a strike and the ball is alive. It is the same as a swing-and-miss. If the ball 

is not caught, it is a foul ball. If the nicked pitch first hits the catcher somewhere other 

than the hand or glove, it is not a foul-tip, it is a foul ball. 

 

Rules: 2.00 FOUL-TIP, STRIKE 

 

10. OUT OF ORDER RULE MYTH: The batter who batted out of order is the person 

declared out. 

 

The PROPER batter is the one called out. Any hit or advance made by the batter or 

runners due to the hit, walk, error or other reason is nullified. The next batter is the 

one who follows the proper batter who was called out. 

 

Rule: 6.07(b, 1) 
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11. BUNTING STRIKE RULE MYTH: If the batter does not pull the bat out of the 

strike zone while in the bunting position, it's an automatic strike. 

 

A strike is an attempt to hit the ball. Simply holding the bat over the plate is not an 

attempt. This is umpire judgment. 

 

Rule 2.00 STRIKE 

 

Rule 2.00 BUNT is a batted ball not swung at, but INTENTIONALLY met with the 

bat. 

 

The key words are "intentionally met".  If no attempt is made to make contact with a 

ball outside the strike zone, it should be called a ball. An effort must be made to 

intentionally meet the ball with the bat. 

 

12. SECOND BAT HIT RULE MYTH: The batter is out if a bunted ball hits the 

ground and bounces back up and hits the bat while the batter is holding the bat. 

 

The rule says the BAT cannot hit the ball a second time. When the BALL hits the bat, 

it is not an out. Also, when the batter is still in the box when this happens, it's treated 

as simply a foul ball. If the batter is out of the box and the bat is over fair territory 

when the second hit occurs, the batter would be out. 

 

Rules: 6.05(h) and 7.09(b) 

 

13. SWITCH BOX RULE MYTH: The batter may not switch batter's boxes after two 

strikes. 

 

The batter can switch boxes at any time, provided he does not do it after the pitcher is 

ready to pitch. 

 

Rule: 6.06(b) 

 

14. FOOT TOUCHES PLATE RULE MYTH: The batter is out if his foot touches the 

plate. 

 

To be out, the batter's foot must be ENTIRELY outside the box when he contacts the 

pitch and the ball goes fair or foul. He is not out if he does not contact the pitch. 

There is no statement about touching the plate. The toe could be on the plate and the 

heel could be touching the line of the box, which means the foot is not entirely 

outside the box. 

 

Rule: 6.06(a) 

 

15. RUNNING LANE RULE MYTH: The batter-runner is always out if he runs outside 

the running lane after a bunted ball. 
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The runner must be out of the lane AND cause interference. He is not out simply for 

being outside the lane. He could be called for interference even while in the lane. This 

is a judgment call. 

 

The runner may step out of the lane a step or two before the base if he moves from 

within the lane to out of it. If he is out of the lane the whole distance to the base and is 

hit with a throw, he should be out. 

 

Rules: 2.00 INTERFERENCE, 6.05(k), 7.09(k) 

 

16. THE TIE RULE MYTH: Tie goes to the runner. 

 

There is no such thing in the world of umpiring. The runner is either out or safe. The 

umpire must judge out or safe. It is impossible to judge a tie. 

 

17. OUT-OF-PLAY BALL RULE MYTH: The runner gets the base he's going to, plus 

one on a ball thrown out-of-play. 

 

When a fielder other than the pitcher throws the ball into dead ball area, the award is 

2 bases. The award is from where the runners were at the time of the pitch if it is the 

first play by an infielder before all runners have advanced or from where each runner 

was physically positioned at the time the ball left the throwers hand on all other plays. 

 

Rule: 7.05(g) 

 

18. REVERSE BASERUNNING RULE MYTH: Runners may never run the bases in 

reverse order. 

 

In order to correct a base running mistake, the runner MUST retrace his steps and 

retouch the bases in reverse order. The only time a runner is out for running in 

reverse, is when he is making a travesty of the game or tries to confuse the defense. 

 

Rules: 7.08(I), 7.10(b) 

 

19. HIT BY BALL ON BASE RULE MYTH: The runner is always safe when hit by a 

batted ball while touching a base. 

 

The bases are in fair territory. A runner is out when hit by a fair batted ball while 

touching a base, except when hit by an infield-fly or after the ball has passed a fielder 

and no other fielder had a play on the ball. 

 

If the runner is touching first or third, he is not out unless the ball touches him over 

fair territory. If one foot is on the base and the other is in foul ground and he is hit on 

the foul ground foot, he is not out. It is a foul ball. (If the ball has not passed beyond 

first or third.) 
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Rules: 5.09(f), 7.08(f) 

 

20. DEAD BALL WHEN UMPIRE IS HIT RULE MYTH: The ball is dead anytime 

an umpire is hit by the ball. 

 

If an umpire is hit by a batted ball before it passes a fielder, the ball is dead. On any 

other batted or thrown ball, the ball is alive when the umpire is hit with the ball. 

Umpire interference also occurs when the plate umpire interferes with the catcher's 

attempt to prevent a stolen base. 

 

Rules: 2.00 INTERFERENCE, 5.09(b), 5.09(f) 

 

21. NO STEAL ON FOUL-TIP RULE MYTH: A runner may not steal on a foul-tip. 

 

There is nothing foul about a foul-tip. If the ball nicks the bat and goes to the 

catcher's glove and is caught, this is a foul-tip by definition. A foul-tip is a strike and 

the ball is alive. It is the same as a swing-and-miss. If the ball is not caught, it is a 

foul ball. 

 

Rules: 2.00 FOUL-TIP, STRIKE 

 

22. FLY BALL FORCE OUT RULE MYTH: It is a force out when a runner is called 

out for not tagging up on a fly ball. 

 

A force play is when a runner is forced to advance because the batter became a 

runner. When the batter is out on a caught fly, all forces are removed. An out on an a 

failure to tag-up, is NOT a force out. Any runs that cross the plate before this out will 

count. 

 

Rules: 2.00 FORCE PLAY, 4.09 

 

23. MISSED BASE APPEAL RULE MYTH: An appeal on a runner who missed a 

base cannot be a force out. 

 

A runner must touch all the bases. If the runner misses a base to which he was forced 

because the batter became a runner and is put out before touching that base, the out is 

still a force play. If this is the third out, no runs may score. The base can be touched 

or the runner can be touched, either way it's a force out. 

 

Rules: 2.00 FORCE PLAY, TAG, 7.08(e), 7.10(b) 

 

24. APPEAL RULE MYTH: The ball must always be returned to the pitcher before an 

appeal can be made. 

 

An appeal may be made anytime the ball is alive. The only time the ball must go to 
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the pitcher, is when time is out. The ball cannot be made live until the pitcher has the 

ball while on the rubber and the umpire says "Play." If time is not out, the appeal can 

be made immediately. 

 

Rule: 2.00 APPEAL, 5.11, 7.10 

 

25. FOOT TAG RULE MYTH: You must tag the base with your foot on a force out or 

appeal. 

 

You can tag a base with ANY part of the body. 

 

Rules: 2.00 FORCE PLAY, PERSON, TAG, 7.08(e) 

 

26. OUT OF THE BASELINE RULE MYTH: A runner is out if he runs out of the 

baseline to avoid a fielder who is fielding a batted ball. 

 

The runner MUST avoid a fielder attempting to field a BATTED ball. A runner is out 

for running out of the baseline only when attempting to avoid a tag. 

 

Rules: 7.08(a), 7.09(L) 

 

27. NO ADVANCE ON INFIELD FLY RULE MYTH: Runners may not advance 

when an infield fly is called. 

 

An Infield-fly is no different than any other fly ball in regard to the runners. The only 

difference is that they are never forced to advance because the batter is out whether 

the ball is caught or not. 

 

Rules: 2.00 INFIELD-FLY, 6.05(e), 7.10(a) 

 

28. NO RUN ON THIRD OUT RULE MYTH: No run can score when a runner is 

called out for the third out for not tagging up. 

 

Yes it can. This is not a force play. A force play is when a runner is forced to advance 

because the batter became a runner. When the batter is out on a caught fly, all forces 

are removed. An out on a failure to tag-up, is NOT a force out. Any runs that cross 

the plate before this out will count. 

 

Rules: 2.00 FORCE PLAY, 4.09, 7.10(a) 

 

29. 2 SECOND CATCH RULE MYTH: If a fielder holds a fly ball for 2 seconds it's a 

catch. 

 

A catch is legal when the umpire judges that the fielder has COMPLETE control of 

the ball. The release of the ball must be voluntary and intentional. 
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Rule: 2.00 CATCH 

 

30. FALSE WINDUP RULE MYTH: With no runners on base, it is a ball if the pitcher 

starts his windup and then stops. 

 

A pitch is a ball delivered to the batter by the pitcher. If the ball is not delivered, it is 

not a pitch. Therefore it cannot be a ball. If this happens with runners on base it is a 

balk. The rule for LL is different. It is an illegal pitch and a ball with or without 

runners on base. 

 

Rule: 2.00 PITCH. 

 

31. OVERRUN FIRST BASE RULE MYTH: The batter may not overrun first base 

when he gets a base-on-balls. 

 

Rule 7.08(c and j) simply state that a batter-runner must immediately return after 

overrunning first base. It doesn't state any exceptions as to how the player became a 

runner. It could be a hit, walk, error or dropped third strike. 

 

In Little League the runner may overrun. In FED rules he may not and in Professional 

baseball, he may not. In other programs that use the OBR he may if that is how the 

program rules it. 

 

To overrun means that the runner’s momentum carried him straight beyond the base 

after touching it. It does not mean to turn and attempt to advance. Nor does it mean 

that he stepped over it or stopped on it and then got off of it. 

 

32. COACH TOUCH RULE MYTH: Anytime a coach touches a runner, the runner is 

out. 

 

Rule 7.09(I) says the runner is out if the coach PHYSICALLY ASSISTS the runner. 

Hand slaps, back pats or simple touches are not physical assists. 

 

33. FIELDER OVER THE FENCE HOMERUN RULE MYTH: If a fielder catches a 

fly ball and then falls over the fence it is a homerun. 

 

As long as the fielder is not touching the ground in dead ball territory when he 

catches the ball, it is a legal catch if he holds onto the ball and meets the definition of 

a catch. If the catch is not the third out and the fielder falls down in dead ball territory 

after catching the ball, all runners are awarded one base. If the fielder remains on his 

feet in dead ball territory after the catch, the ball is alive and he may make a play. 

(Except FED in which case the ball is dead and 1 base is awarded.) 

 

Rules: 2.00 CATCH, 5.10(f), 6.05(a), 7.04(c) 
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34. HOME PLATE UMPIRE RULE MYTH: The home plate umpire can overrule the 

other umps at anytime. 

 

The umpire who made a call or ruling may ask for help if he wishes. No umpire may 

overrule another umpire's call. 

 

Rules: 9.02(b, c) 

 

35. BATTER BOX INTERFERENCE RULE MYTH: The batter cannot be called out 

for interference if he is in the batter's box. 

 

The batter's box is not a safety zone. A batter could be called out for interference if 

the umpire judges that interference could or should have been avoided. 

 

The batter is protected while in the box for a short period of time. After he has had 

time to react to the play he could be called for interference if he does not move out of 

the box and interferes with a play. 

 

Many people believe the batter's box is a safety zone for the batter. It is not. The 

batter MAY be called out for interference although he is within the box. The key 

words, impede, hinder, confuse or obstruct apply to this situation. 

 

An umpire must use good judgment. The batter cannot be expected to disappear. If he 

has a chance to avoid interference after he has had time to react to the situation and 

does not, he is guilty. If he just swung at a pitch, or had to duck a pitch and is off-

balance, he can't reasonably be expected to then immediately avoid a play at the plate. 

However, after some time passes, if a play develops at the plate, the batter must get 

out of the box and avoid interference. The batter should always be called out when he 

makes contact and is outside the box. 

 

Rules: 2.00 INTERFERENCE, 6.06(c) 

 

36. HIGH FIVE RULE MYTH: A runner is out if he slaps hands or high-fives other 

players, after a homerun is hit over the fence. 

 

The ball is dead on a homerun over the fence. You can't be put out while the ball is 

dead except when you pass another runner. 

 

Rules: 5.02, 7.05(a) 

 

37. DROPPED THIRD STRIKE RULE MYTH: The batter is out if he starts for the 

dugout before going to first after a dropped third strike. 

 

The batter may attempt first base any time prior to entering the dugout or a dead ball 

area. 
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The batter becomes a runner when the third strike is not caught. Therefore, if there 

are 2 outs and there is a runner at first, first and second, or bases loaded, the batter 

creates a force by becoming a runner. These runners are all forced to advance and an 

out may be obtained by making a play on any one of them. If the bases are loaded the 

catcher may step on home or throw to third, second or first. 

 

Rule: 6.05(c), 6.09(b) Casebook interpretation 

 

38. MUST STEP OFF RUBBER TO PICK RULE MYTH: The pitcher must step off 

the rubber before a pick-off throw. 

 

If the pitcher steps off the rubber he is no longer the pitcher, he is a fielder. He can 

throw to a base from the rubber, provided he does not break any of the rules under 

rule 8.05 

 

39. MUST SET TO PICK RULE MYTH: The pitcher must come to a set position 

before a pick-off throw. 

 

The pitcher is required to come to a complete stop in the Set position before 

delivering the pitch, not before making a throw. 

 

Rule: 8.05(m) 

 

40. DEAD BALL ON BALK RULE MYTH: The ball is always immediately dead on a 

balk. 

 

In Federation rules it is, not in any others. If a throw or pitch is made after the balk 

call, the ball is delayed dead. At the end of the play the balk may be enforced or not 

depending on what happened. On a throw; if ALL runners advance on the play, the 

balk is ignored. If not, the balk award is enforced from the time of pitch. On a pitch; 

if ALL runners INCLUDING the batter, advance on the play, the balk is ignored. 

Otherwise, it is no-pitch and the balk award is made from the time of the pitch. 

 

Rule: 8.05 PENALTY 
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Appendix C: Little League Commonly Debated Rules 

 
Interference (Rule 2.00 and 7.09):   
In my opinion, this is the toughest call an umpire has to make.  The key is that the umpire 

must judge that someone on the offense "interferes with, obstructs, impedes, hinders or 

confuses" a defensive player who is trying to make a play on the ball.  Some interference 

calls are easy, such as a runner being struck by a batted ball, or a runner colliding with a 

fielder trying to field a batted ball.  The ones that are trouble are those that the umpire 

must judge the intent of the runner.  Some of these include: 

 

 A runner making contact with a thrown ball.  Here, the umpire must be convinced 

that the runner INTENTIONALLY interfered with the throw (raised his arms, 

timed it so the ball hits him, etc.) 

 

 A runner making contact with a fielder or getting in his way while fielding a 

thrown ball.  Again, INTENT is required here.  If a runner simply runs into a 

fielder while that fielder is waiting to glove a throw, it may not be interference 

unless the umpire judges the runner intentionally ran into him. 

 

 A runner not contacting a fielder fielding a batted ball, but causing him to miss it 

through some other action.  CONTACT IS NOT NEEDED for interference.  So if 

a runner:  yells at a fielder as he runs behind him; waves his arms at the fielder; 

runs at the fielder and stops at the last second, stops in front of the fielder and then 

jumps over the ball, etc., AND the umpire judges that this act caused the fielder to 

miss the batted ball, interference will be called! 

 

 A base coach or someone from the bench getting in the way or yelling "DROP 

IT”.  Read the rule:  it says any member of the team at bat, not just the batter or 

runner. 

 

Batter’s Interference (6.06c):    
This one requires its own paragraph, because many managers and coaches do not 

understand batter's interference.  There are some things a batter does (or fails to do) that 

require the interference call, and other things he does (or fails to do) that do not.  

Confused?  First off, the batter's box is NOT always a safety zone for the batter.  But if 

he's in the box, he's usually okay in these situations: 

 

 The ball gets by the catcher and behind the batter, and the catcher knocks over the 

batter trying to get to the ball (no penalty, live ball) 

 

 The catcher throws the ball back to the pitcher or to a base to retire a base stealer, 

and the ball hits the batter or his bat (no penalty, live ball UNLESS the batter 

PURPOSELY moves into the catcher or the path of the ball) 

 

 The batter swings so hard that he hits the catcher's glove on the follow-through, 

knocking the ball away from the catcher (dead ball, runners return). 
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However, if the batter had time to get out of the box but stays in and gets in the way, then 

he's guilty of interference.   

 

This usually happens in lower levels when the ball gets by the catcher, a runner tries to 

score, and the batter stays in the box oblivious of what is happening and affects the play 

at the plate.  If the batter gets in the way of a play while OUT OF THE BOX, he will be 

guilty of interference if the umpire judges the batter intentionally got in the way. 

 

Obstruction (2.00 and 7.06 

Like interference, this is a tough call when there is no contact.  If a runner has to slow 

down or stop because of a fielder's action OTHER THAN fielding a batted ball, you have 

obstruction.  Examples of obstruction that are not so obvious: 

 

 A fielder boots the initial play, and then gets in the runner's way as he goes after 

the ball.  This is obstruction, not interference.  No interference here on the runner 

because the fielder booted the ball.  The fielder is only “protected” on the initial 

play, not a subsequent play after his error. 

 

 A batter-runner has to slow down on his way to first because the first baseman is 

standing on the base.  This happens a lot in the lower divisions, such as A-Ball 

(pitching-machine).  Also the batter-runner slows down to avoid a collision with a 

fielder standing in the base path just beyond first base.  This typically happens 

when both F1 and F4 go to cover first and F4 doesn’t move out of the way as F1 

tags the base.  The umpire would need to judge if the defense only got the out 

because the B-R had to slow to avoid contact past first.   

 

 A fielder stands in the baseline waiting for a throw, or puts his leg down and 

blocks the base or plate well before he has the ball.  A fielder cannot block the 

base while he is waiting for the throw.  He can block it after he catches the throw, 

but if he doesn’t have the ball, he must allow the runner unimpeded access to the 

base. 

 

Remember that there are two types of obstruction:  one where the runner is obstructed 

while the defense is making a play on the obstructed runner (Type A: immediate dead 

ball); and while play is going on elsewhere (Type B: play continues and the call is 

applied when action stops).  

 

Collisions 
This is not a defined term in the Rule Book; rather, it is the lack of interference or 

obstruction.  This usually happens when a runner makes contact with a fielder at a 

base/plate when the ball and runner arrive at about the same time, or when the throw 

takes the fielder into the runner’s path.  You usually see the former when a runner goes in 

standing up on a stolen base and bumps the fielder trying to catch the catcher’s throw.  

The latter happens on a bad throw at first base and the first baseman collides with the 

batter as he tries to catch the bad throw.  Another collision that should not get called 
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interference or obstruction occurs when the batter and catcher bump after a bunted ball.  

If there is no intention of either player to affect the play, it's a no-call collision. 

 

Must-slide rule (7.08a3) 

There is no must-slide rule in Little League.  The runner has four legal options when the 

fielder HAS THE BALL AND IS WAITING TO MAKE THE TAG:   

 

 Slide 

 Attempt to get around the fielder 

 Turn around and run back to the previous base 

 Just give himself up to the tag 

 

If the runner crashes into the fielder standing up, he's out, even if the runner knocks the 

ball away from the fielder.  But if he attempts to get around and successfully avoids the 

tag without going out of the baseline, he's safe.  Remember, the fielder must have the ball 

and be waiting to make the tag.  If the ball is on its way to the base, or the ball and runner 

get there simultaneously, and there's contact because the runner did not slide or attempt to 

get around, this is just a collision. 

 

Running lane violation (6.05j and 7.09k) 

If the batter, when he's more than halfway to first, runs to the left of the first-base line in 

fair territory, or more than three feet to the right of the line in foul territory, he is out of 

the running lane.  This includes straddling the foul line!  However, it is not an automatic 

out if he violates the lane.  The runner must interfere with the thrown ball or with the 

fielder taking the throw at first base.  Sometimes, the catcher will not throw the ball for 

fear of hitting the runner.  This is not interference; the ball must be thrown.  But if the 

ball is thrown TOWARD THE BASE and it hits the runner, or if the first baseman cannot 

see the ball until it is too late to catch it, and the runner is out of the lane, then the runner 

is out. 

 

Out of the baseline (7.08a1) 

The confusion with this rule is the definition of “baseline”.  The runner establishes the 

baseline.  It is not necessarily the direct line between the two bases.  For example, if the 

runner takes a wide turn at first into short right field, and the throw comes back to first, 

the baseline goes from the runner to first base.  If the first baseman tries to tag him, he 

cannot deviate more than three feet to either side of this line.  The other source of 

confusion with this rule is the fact that the runner is not out for being out of the baseline 

unless he’s avoiding a tag.  If he’s running around a fielder who is trying to field a batted 

ball, there is no violation. 

 

Base awards on a bad throw (7.05g) 

There's a myth that the runners get "one plus one" on a throw that goes out of play.  Not 

in LL.  The runners always get two bases from the last base legally touched depending on 

who makes the throw and when the throw is made.   
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 If the throw is the first play by an infielder, the runners get two bases from the 

time of the pitch.  Example, B-R running to first F6 throws it into DBT.  Runner 

gets 2nd. 

 

 If the throw is a subsequent play by an infielder, or any throw by an outfielder, the 

runners get two bases from the time of the throw (the moment the ball leaves the 

fielder's hand) (not the time the ball goes out of play).  Example, force play at 2nd 

and B-R rounds first – F4 tries to throw to first but overthrows to DBT – B-R 

goes to 3rd. 

 

 If the throw comes after all runners, including the batter, have reached their next 

bases, the runners get two bases from the time of the throw, regardless of who 

threw it. 

 

The umpire must make some judgment calls here.  

 

 He must first judge whether the throw is the first play or a subsequent play by an 

infielder.  For example, if the shortstop steps on second and then throws to first to 

complete a double play, his throw is a subsequent play, the first play being the out 

at second.   

 

 The other judgment the umpire must make is determining where the runners were 

at the time the throw left the fielder's hand.  A runner could be a step away from 

second when a throw is made, and halfway to third when the throw finally goes 

out of play.  Here, the base award would be two bases from first base, the last 

base legally touched before the throw. 

 

Appeals (7.10) 

Managers and coaches often have trouble with appeals and how to do them properly.  The 

ways to properly appeal a runner who missed a base or failed to tag up on a caught fly 

ball are: 

  

 Tag the runner who committed the infraction 

 Tag the base the runner missed 

 Tag the base the runner left early before the fly ball was caught 

 

and then let the umpire know what you are appealing.  Simply tagging the runner or base 

is not enough.  Appeals can only be made when the ball is live, and must be made before 

the next pitch or a subsequent play.  When Time is called, the defense cannot appeal until 

the umpire calls "Play".   

 

The defense loses its right to appeal when one of the following occurs: 

  

 A pitch is made to the batter 

 A subsequent play is made that is not part of the continuous action of the original 

play 
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 The pitcher commits an illegal pitch while trying to appeal 

 The ball is thrown out-of-play during an appeal attempt 

 

Many times, the opposing team will try to erase the appeal opportunity by sending 

runners to force a subsequent play.  That's gamesmanship that the appealing team has to 

deal with.  The defense can either, continue with the appeal and ignore the runners, or it 

can make a play on the runners at the expense of losing its appeal opportunity. 

 

Infield Fly (2.00) 

Most everyone understands when the infield fly is in effect (runners at first and second or 

bases loaded with less than two outs).  The trouble comes when the umpire must judge 

one thing:  is the fly ball one that an infielder may catch with ordinary effort?  "Ordinary 

effort" is judged differently at the different divisions; a ball that may be ordinary effort to 

a Majors shortstop may not be ordinary effort to an AA shortstop, and just about any 

popup on the infield of a Pitching Machine game is beyond ordinary!  An umpire may 

judge that a ball hit to short left field warrants an Infield Fly call, whereas a ball hit 

behind second base (shortstop and second baseman must run pretty hard to get to it) does 

not.  Also, if an outfielder catches the ball but, in the judgment of the umpire, an infielder 

could have made the catch with ordinary effort, an Infield Fly call is valid.  It is entirely 

up to the umpire to judge whether or not “ordinary effort” exists.   

 

The other issue is:  what happens if the umpires fail to call Infield Fly when it was pretty 

obvious they should have, and the defense fails to catch the ball and subsequently turns a 

cheap double play?  If this happens, the umpires shall retroactively enforce the infield fly 

rule and place the runners back. 

 

Leaving base early (7.13) 

This rule is unique to LL, and may cause umpires a lot of headaches.  The bottom line:  if 

any base runner leaves a base before the pitch reaches a batter, all runners are guilty, and 

depending on the subsequent action, runners must return to any unoccupied bases.  The 

Rule Book has a number of examples that are pretty straightforward.  Some are not in the 

book or not explained enough: 

  

 If the batter is subsequently thrown out on a play, ALL RUNNERS return.  For 

example, a batter hits a double with the bases loaded, but gets gunned down trying 

to stretch it into a triple.  Since his throw out left all the bases open, all runners 

must return and no runs score.  If his throw-out was the third out of the inning, no 

runs score and the inning is over! 

  

 The runners can only advance to the bases they would have achieved based upon 

the umpire's judgment of the base value of the hit, regardless of any subsequent 

errors.  For example, a batter hits a sharp grounder to the centerfielder with the 

bases loaded, and the ball goes under the centerfielder's legs all the way to the 

fence.  After the play is over, the umpire may judge the value of the hit was a 

single; if so, he would put the batter on first, and put the other runners on second 

and third (only one run scores). 
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 If with the bases loaded the ball doesn't leave the infield, no runs score.  This is 

explained in Example 15 in the Rule Book.  What is not explained is if the ball is 

hit in the infield and then goes through because of an error on the infielder.  Here 

the umpire should rule that the value of the hit is only one base, so everyone only 

gets one base and one run scores. 

  

 If a runner leaves early, he cannot correct his mistake by returning to touch the 

base.  For example, a runner on second leaves early, then sees the ball is flied to 

right.  He tags up and tries for third, and ends up scoring on a wild throw.  He 

must return to second because he left early, regardless of the fact he subsequently 

tagged it.  There is no “fixing” a 7.13 violation. 

 

Batting Out of Order (6.07) 

This one is ALWAYS fun to try and straighten out.  To simplify the rule, you must 

understand one basic premise:  the PROPER batter (the one who should have batted) is 

the one who is called out.  Here's more to try to clear this up: 

 

 The ONLY time the proper batter is not called out is when the defense appeals 

after the improper batter completes his time at-bat (getting on base or making an 

out).  

 

 If the defense appeals while the improper batter is batting, the proper batter 

simply replaces the improper batter, and the proper batter assumes the count. 

 

 Any base running advances or put outs while the improper batter is up are upheld. 

 

 Any base running advances or put outs when the improper batter puts the ball in 

play are nullified (so if an improper batter hits into a double play, you may not 

want to say anything!) 

 

 If the defense fails to appeal an improper batter before the next pitch or play, the 

improper batter is now “legalized” and the next person up is the one following 

this legalized batter in the order. 

 

Remember that if you are the home team, your official scorekeeper is NOT ALLOWED 

to bring this situation to your attention.  It is the manager's responsibility to catch a 

batting out of order situation.  And the team at-bat cannot appeal its own batting out of 

order violation! 
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Appendix D: Machine Pitch Division Guidelines 
 

Note: At the first sound of Thunder or sign of Lightning the field is be cleared and the 

game resumed at a later date. “Safety First” 

1. Each game will be six innings in length. 
2. A game is official after three-and-one-half innings if the home team is ahead, or 

four innings if the home team is behind.  All playoff games must be played for the 
full six innings (they will be resumed from the point of stoppage if interrupted). 

3. There is a five run limit per inning, with the exception of the final inning (play until 
3 outs in 6th inning).  In innings 1-5, Teams will switch from fielding to batting after 
three outs or five runs whichever comes first. 

4. The pitcher does not actually pitch the ball.  The batting team will provide a coach 
to operate the pitching machine.  This coach will act as umpire (when an official 
umpire is not available), and will be responsible for all calls on the field.  Fielding 
team will provide coach who stands behind the catcher. This coach will be 
responsible for calling fair and foul balls down the first and third baselines. 

5. All players will bat in order, regardless of whether or not they played in the field 
the previous inning. 

6. Shortage of Players for a Game: 
● If a team is short the required ten (10) players: 
● An extra player from the opposing team can be used, or 
● If an extra player from the opposing team in not available, another player 

from another HAC team may be used, including TBall call-ups. 
● If there are no extra players available, the team with nine (9) players may 

play the game with only nine players, leaving any one field position 
empty, except for catcher.  

● A team may play with only 8 players, but the ninth spot in the batting 
order will be an automatic out. 

7. Balls and strikes will not be called.  Strikes will only be assessed when the batter 
swings and misses, or fouls the ball. There is an 8 pitch limit per batter (more 
pitches will be allowed at the discretion of both coaches). 

8. Any ball that hits the pitching machine or coach in fair territory is a live ball and 
will be in play, but runners may advance only 1 base. 

9. Overthrows: 
● Players may not advance on overthrows at any base. Either from balls 

thrown from the infield or outfield. 
● Runners may only advance more than one base if the ball is in the 

outfield from a batted ball. If a ball enters the outfield from a throwing 
error, advancement of bases is not allowed. 

10. Base coaches will hold runners from advancing when the ball is brought into the 
dirt area of the infield.  The ball does not need to be in control in the infield but in 
the infield (touching the ground or in the glove of a player).  Once the ball is in the 
infield on the ground or in a glove, the runner may take the base he is going to at 
his risk, but no additional bases. 
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● At this point, the ball is dead and no player may be tagged out until the 
next pitch restarts play.   

11. Parking Lot/Basketball Court for games at Chestnutwold Field. Batted balls 
entering the parking lot or basketball court will result in a ground rule double. All 
base runners advance 2 bases. In the event the a batted ball lands in the parking 
lot or basketball court in the air, without bouncing, it will be ruled a home run and 
all base runners and the batter will be permitted to score. 

12. Base stealing is not permitted.  A runner will not be permitted to leave base until 
the ball is batted (no leads). 

13. Home plate and all the bases are in fair territory.  A ball hit off the plate is in play. 
14. Intentional bunting is allowed. Maximum is 2 per game, 1 per inning. No 

intentional bunting is allowed when a runner is on 3rd base. Swinging bunts 
(unintentional bunts) are always permitted. 

15. First, second and third bases will be secured with the Roger’s base system. 
16. Each team will field 10 players in the field with 4 outfielders. 
17. The players, when possible, will play an equal number of innings each game. 

Coaches will try to move the players to as many positions as they may safely and 
willingly play during the course of the game. 

18. The coaches and umpire should discuss continuing games near darkness.  If it is 
too dark to finish an inning, then the score reverts back to the score at the end of 
the last complete inning. 

19. Interference - The player (runner or fielder) should be given a warning. 
20. Out of the Base Path - If a runner clearly runs out of the base path to avoid being 

tagged, then the runner can be called out. It is suggested that the head coaches of 
both teams consult after the play to discuss. But the final call lies with the umpire 
(the coach that is pitching). 

 

21. SAFETY RULES: 
● All players not in the game must remain on the bench at all times.  When 

a team is batting, only the batter and the on deck batter may leave the 
bench. The umpire may assess an out if a violation of this rule results in a 
safety hazard or a major distraction to the game.   

● All batters and runners must wear batting helmets with a baseball hat 
under the helmet if necessary for proper fitting. 

● A batter will be called out when he throws the bat after hitting the ball.  
Each team will receive one warning per game if the violation is not 
flagrant. 

● Games will be immediately suspended at first sign of lightning or sound 
of thunder. 

● Coach standing behind catcher will be responsible for maintaining a safe 
batters box area, and will assist the catcher with safety equipment. 

● Runners to first base must avoid contact with the first baseman and run 
on the outside of the base path.  Base runners must avoid contact with 
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fielders.  Fielders at bases must avoid contact and interference with 
runners. 

● Players should be encouraged to slide to avoid contact with fielders at 
bases. 

● Any player playing the catcher position MUST wear a protective athletic 
supporter in addition to helmet, mask, chest and leg protection 

 

 

 

 

22. ETIQUETTE: 
● Parents and spectators may not speak to or yell at the umpire.  Coaches 

are responsible to communicate to parent’s proper behavior. 
● Coaches may speak respectfully to the umpire but must exercise restraint 

at all times.   
● In the absence of highly trained umpires, there will be mistakes made.  All 

teams will have incorrect calls made against them as well as in their favor 
throughout the season.  If there is an obvious missed judgment call, it is 
requested that the opposing coach (coach whose team has benefited) 
exercise prudence and reverse the call.  If there is a rules interpretation 
call, it is requested that both coaches along with the umpire discuss and 
attempt to resolve the issue.  Calls can be made to the cell phones of the 
Division Commissioner, or Director of HAC Divisions to resolve the issue. 

● When teams are far ahead in a game, the coaches of that team must 
exercise restraint in running up the score.  This impacts primarily running 
the bases (taking extra bases) on base hits and putting key players in 
critical positions in the field.  
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Appendix E: Tee-Ball Division Guidelines 
1. Each game will be 3 innings in length. 
2. Teams will switch from fielding to batting after three outs or after each player has 

batted, whichever comes first. 
3. All players will bat in order, regardless of whether or not they played in the field 

the previous inning. 
4. Runners will advance only 1 base on balls hit to the infield. 
5. On balls hit to the outfield, the batter may try to advance to second base. Runners 

may advance a maximum of 2 bases only. Once the ball returns to the infield the 
runner must stay at the base they are on.  No advancing on overthrows is 
permitted. 

6. In the event a ball is hit on a bounce to the outfield bushes, it will be considered a 
double.  

7. In the event a ball is hit in the air to the outfield bushes, it will be considered a 
home run.  All bases will clear. 

8. Each team will field a maximum 10 players in the field with 4 outfielders. 
9. The players, when possible, will play an equal number of innings each game. 

Coaches will try to move the players to as many positions as they may safely and 
willingly play during the course of the game. 

10. Coaches in the field should encourage the player closest to the ball to field it while 
discouraging the other players from interfering. 

11. SAFETY RULES: 

 All players not in the game must remain on the bench at all times.  When 
a team is batting, only the batter may leave the bench. 

 All batters and runners must wear batting helmets with a baseball hat 
under the helmet at all times, if necessary for proper fitting. 

 A batter will be called out when he throws the bat after hitting the ball.  
Each team will receive one warning per game if the violation is not 
flagrant. 

 Games will be immediately suspended at first sign of lightning or sound 
of thunder. 

 Coach assisting the batter will be responsible for maintaining a safe 
batter’s box area. 

 Runners to first base must avoid contact with the first baseman and run 
on the outside of the base path.  Base runners must avoid contact with 
fielders.  Fielders at bases must avoid contact and interference with 
runners. 
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Appendix F: HTLL Game Regulations 
1. Only the Manager and coaches are allowed in the dugout during a game.  

 
2. One adult manager / coach must be in the dugout at all times. 

 
3. Only rostered players are allowed in the dugout or on the field. 

 
4. All players must be in the dugout, unless going to get something from a 

parent.  Additionally, players cannot throw a ball or have a catch or play around on 

the other side of the fence down the 1st and 3rd base lines during the game.   

 
5. All catchers must have the proper gear: cup, chest protector, catcher’s mitt, shin 

guards, and helmet with face mask.  

 
6. Players are prohibited from handling bats at any time.  Only the first batter of the 

inning may handle a bat prior to hitting. 

 
7. Only the on-deck batter is allowed in the section of the dugout where the bats are 

stored. 

 
8. The use of a weighted baseball bat donut is prohibited at all times.  

 
9. Any player with a cast on cannot participate in game play and practices, even if the 

parent gives permission or if they have a doctor’s note. 

 
Food is not permitted in the dugout, except for sunflower seeds and drinks.  If they want 

a hot dog or pizza, the manager / coaches may allow players to go outside the playing 

field with their parent. The player returns to the dugout when they are finished eating.  
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Appendix G: Example Practice Schedule 
Your practice schedule should allow ample time for warm-up and cool-down, and should 

reflect an awareness of the attention span of your players. A good way to make your 

practices productive is to organize a series of drill and discussion blocks into periods of 

about 3 to 10 minutes. Here's an example of a very productive practice schedule: 

 

 

Time Activity 

20 min.  Stretch Run & Throwing Warm-up 

5 min.  Brief Overview of Goals & Expectations 

for Today's Practice. 

10 min.  Team Infield - Pre-game & Practice 

Routine 

15 min.  Fly Ball & Pop Up Communication Drill 

5 min.  Defensive 1st & 3rd Calls Bunt Coverage 

& Catchers Throwing to bases. 

5 min.  Coach Overview of Practice thus far. 

5 min.  Batting Practice Field Preparation 

20 min.  Group One Hits - 4 players per group 

 1 Player - Bunts 3 & Hits 8 

 2 Player - Warms up on deck 

 3 Player - Chases Foul balls 

 4 Player - Runs Base Running "Circuits!" 

Note: The players rotate after batter finishes. 

20 min.  Group Two Hits 

20 min.  Group Three Hits 

20 min.  Group Four Hits 

5 min. Field Clearing  

15 min. Conditioning  
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Appendix H: Baseball Drills 
 

CONTACT DRILL 

Finish batting practice by having a contact drill. This drill only takes 7-10 minutes.  

 

All players line up next to the dugout with their bat and helmet ready to hit. Each batter 

gets 1 pitch, regardless if it is a strike or not, and must make contact.  

 

A foul ball is good, a bunted ball must stay in fair territory. Each player that swings and 

misses, grabs his/her glove and shags balls. The players that make contact return to the 

end of the line for their next chance. Keep going until you have 1 player left.  

 

Use a pitching machine and crank the speed up towards the end. After all balls have been 

picked up, have all the players except the winner of the contact drill sprint to the outfield 

fence and back. The 2nd place finisher only has to run half the distance. 

  

DROP DRILL 

A drill for teaching how to hit fast pitching is the "drop drill". This drill will improve bat 

speed and reaction time in very little time and is fun to do. The drill is executed as 

follows: 

 

One player has a bat and is in his hitting position (hitter). Anothis player or coach stands 

to the plate side of the hitter (right side for a righty, left side for a lefty) and about 2-3 

feet in front of the hitter, just out of reach of the bat. The second player or coach (the 

dropper) holds a ball up high in the air (if she is small, you may have to use a bucket for 

his to stand on). The hitter looks at the ball and when the dropper drops the ball, the hitter 

has to hit it before it hits the ground. Sounds simple doesn't it? Try it! 

 

To make solid contact, the hitter must use proper hitting form and mechanics. This is why 

I like to use a coach or parent to drop the balls. This way the coach can instruct the hitter 

and correct any mechanical flaws in his swing. As the hitters get more comfortable and 

hit every ball dropped, slowly move your hand lower and lower until the ball is being 

dropped at the hitter's shoulder height. When he can hit from this height, he is ready to hit 

off any pitcher.  

 

Another variation is to get a small diameter bat and drop smaller objects than a baseball. 

Use whiffle golf balls and my favorite is black eyed peas. Try to select a dimly lit section 

of the field for this drill to make the hitters concentrate on the ball more. If the players are 

having a problem hitting the black eyed peas, ask them to tell you which direction the 

black eye is facing. You will see a marked improvement in their ability to hit the pea. 
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3-2-RUN 
I got this game from a site on the Internet. If anyone knows whose it is, I will gladly give 

him or her credit. It is a game we use almost every week. Place 3 balls on the ground 

evenly spaced, about 3/4 of the way from third base to home. The fielding team has a 

third baseman and a group at second base. Another team is at bat (without bats). When 

the coach yells, "Go", the 1st batter (runner) runs as fast as she can to first base and on to 

second. The fielder at third base runs to the first ball and makes a throw to a teammate at 

second base, then goes to the second ball and makes a throw to the same fielder at second 

base and does the same thing with the third ball.  

The object of this game is to make 3 good throws from third base (third base line) to 

second base before the runner gets to second base. If the runner gets there first, or if the 

fielder makes a bad throw or bad catch, the batters get 1 point (you can use any value you 

want). If the fielders get all 3 balls to second base before the runner gets there, no points 

are awarded. 

 

FLYBALL-GROUNDER-FLYBALL 
Line all of your players in a line up at third base or if you have an assistant, have a couple 

of different lines to avoid players standing around. Hit the first person in each line a hard 

grounder. As soon as they throw it in to your catcher, who is positioned next to you, 

throw a high fly to first. Make the player hustle to get it. As soon as they throw it in to the 

catcher, hit another grounder to third, thus making them run back across to get it. This 

drill is good for foot speed, fielding and personal effort. Speed it up as players 

advance.       

 

PERFECT THROWS 
Start by placing your infielders at their positions (except the pitcher). The ball 

starts at the catcher, she throws to the second baseman, she throws to the third baseman, 

she throws to the first baseman, she throws to the shortstop, and she throws back to the 

catcher. The whole time this is 

going on you have a runner run the bases. They leave at the same time as the catcher 

starts the cycle. It starts out easy for the fielders because they tend to start in kind of close 

and creep in. I let them do that for a while, till it gets too easy, then I make them start 

backing up. After they get a few steps in the grass the faster runners start 

making it close. The runners like to see a dropped or missed ball. 

This really helps on the infielder's learning to get rid of the ball 

quickly. 

 

AROUND THE HORN AND BACK 
Line all of the girls up at 3B except for the first baseman who is at 1B. Space 3 balls 

evenly between 3B and home. When the coach blows the whistle, the player at the front 

of the line sprints to the first ball and fires it to 1B, followed by the second and then the 

third ball. (The 1B player will need a bucket to drop the balls into s she receives them) As 

soon as the player fires the third ball, she sprints to 2B and sets to receive a throw from 

1B. She immediately turns and fires it to a coach or parent at home plate. Do this in three 

rotations.  
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Demonstrate this drill one time through as fast as you can to instill the importance of 

speed to make this drill effective. 

 

TWO-BALL SOFT TOSS COUNT DRILL 
This drill is performed just like most two ball soft-toss drills. A second person tosses two 

balls and calls which ball the batter should hit. This drill is a little different variation.  

 

The batter is tossed two balls. The batter counts 1001 & 1002 very quickly and then hits 

the top ball if it has not left the strike zone. This drill teaches young and older players to 

stay back, to see the ball and trust their hand speed. 

 

GOAL POST DRILL  

Designed to help catchers, outfielders and infielders work on relays to Home on deep 

flyballs or line drives. (See many variations below.)  

 Takes groups of 4 players in a row stretched foul line to foul line, or from 

from homebase to outfield fence: fielder (2), goal post (1), pivot (3), 

catcher (4).  

 Starts when 1 simulates a hit (flyball, hopper or roller) to 2 who long 

tosses over 1 (arms up in goal post - hence name) to 3 for quick-turn relay 

to 4. 

 Remind infielders to take the relay on glove side for quick release.  

 Rotate all 3 fielder positions so that everyone works as fielder, goal-post, 

relay.  

 
 

Variations  

 You can run a second line to left field (catchers on either side of home plate).  
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 You can run this as a two-way drill in which both ends act as fielders and 

middle players alternate relay and goal post rolls. If so, need to get ball back 

from end to closest middle position to start the 'hit' sequence.  

 With two lines of 5 or 6 players, you can alternate long tosses or just run 

shorter relay-only drills.  

 With any combination of players and mix or relays and long toss, you could 

make the drill a competition - which line completes 5 or 10 clean cycles 

quicker (no missed catches or errant throws) .  

 You can add fielders at second to work on 'cut-two' as well as relays Home. If 

so, remind infielders to adjust body alignment for the cut.  

 If infield is needed (for other drills or bullpen work), run the play across the 

outfield from foul line to foul line (one group only, running it as a two-way 

drill, rotate extra players at end positions.  

BAT SPEED  
Put a weighted donut on your regular baseball bat and hit eight baseballs.(overload) 

 

Hit eight baseballs with a fungo bat.(underload) 

 

Hit eight baseballs with your regular bat. 

 

I conduct this drill in a soft toss situation and do 2 sets 2-3 times a week. Over the course 

of 4 to 6 weeks you should see a positive increase in bat speed. 

 

BUNTING TECHNIQUE 
Purpose: To improve players bunting technique. 

 

Procedure: A protective screen is in the middle of the pitching area. The drill has two 

pitchers and two catchers. Pitcher one is in front of the protective screen and throws to 

home plate. Pitcher two is behind the protective screen and throws to second base. Each 

pitcher has a bucket of baseballs and each catcher has an empty bucket. The hitters are 

divided into two groups, with one group at home plate and the second group at second 

base. 

 

Hitter 1 bunts a specific bunt and runs to first base, while at the same time, hitter 2 bunts 

a specific bunt and runs to third base. Then the hitters jog to the ends of the opposite 

lines. For time efficiency, the balls not contacted by the hitter are placed in the catcher's 

ball bucket, thereby allowing the pitcher to prepare for the next pitch. 

 

COLORED BALL 
Paint several baseballs with different bright colors (solids, of course) and place in a 

bucket behind mound. Have assistant place ball in glove of pitching coach (ball hidden 

from batter). Pitcher checks color of ball then calls out any color or the actual color of 

ball in glove. The batter can only swing at the ball that matches the color the coach called 

out, and if the pitch is in the hitting zone. 
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Variation- 

 

Soft toss two balls at once. Just before tossing, coach tells batter which color to hit. 

 

If you only have white baseballs - tell batter to hit top or bottom ball. 

 

HIT OR DIE!! 

That's what I call my latest drill to catch their interest before they know what it's all 

about. Ever get tired of telling the hitter he needs to stay back and wait in order to hit the 

outside pitch? When they go the "other way" the whole swing changes, they loose their 

hips or twist their torso to inside out the ball?) and watch for proper reaction. Repeat this 

drill until the hitter's natural reaction is to turn away. Good Luck! 

 

TRY THIS: Turn the hitter sideways in the tunnel as if you were to do flip ups into the 

net right in front of him. Now stand directly to the side of him so that you are facing 

directly at his chest. Give him a few soft tosses right at him and make keep his same 

swing. After a couple now back off to about twenty/twenty-five feet and pitch 

overhanded directly at his belt buckle. Obviously, you are not throwing your hardest, but 

keep the speed up so the ball isn't arcing, a moderate pitch. Now when he strides, he must 

keep his hands back or the ball hits him. I'm not nuts guys, believe me, they hit the ball 

AND they stay back. 

 

They can now say they survived HIT OR DIE! 

 

Remember, when a batter has a good swing, any kind of hitting drill is good for him. 

Variety is the spice of life doing drills also. 

 

FENCES 
The player stands with a bat facing a fence. He should then take the bat and put the end 

against the fence lightly. The end of the handle should make slight contact with the 

player's mid-section. He can now take his normal batting stance at that distance from the 

fence and take about ten or fifteen swings. If the bat is making more than light contact 

with the fence, the batter is not bringing his hands through first, which he should be. To 

get a player to bring his hands first, have him take his normal step as if to swing, only 

have him "throw" the end of the handle of the handle towards the ball. If he continues to 

do this, it will increase his bat speed and he will probably hit the ball harder. 

 

 

HITTING TO ALL FIELDS 
I have found this drill will help younger players learn to hit inside and outside pitches and 

learn "their pitch". 

 

Split your team into 2 equal teams talent wise. Set a line of cones or other suitable 

separaters directly down center field. 

 

Play "over the line" and alternate between left field and right field. Have a coach pitch 
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from the mound or regulation distance. 

 

We will play a 4 inning game, closing the right side the first inning, then closing the left 

side the next. It is imperitive that your coach that is pitching is accurate. For right 

handers, when left field is closed your pitcher must pitch to the outside so they can "go 

with the pitch" and have a chance to hit to right.When right field is closed and left is 

open, your pitcher must give "middle-in" pitches. We give our hitters 3 strikes. All other 

"over the line rules that you deem fit apply. Of course another benifit is defensive 

glovework. 

 

This game forces your hitters to hit the outside pitch that they will inevitably see when 

they are behind in the count. It also allows them to attack "their pitch" (for most hitters, 

the middle in pitch) 

 

HULA HOOP BUNTING 
In order to develop proper bunting skills, coaches should teach the fundamentals of bat 

control. To begin, take three hula hoops and place them in front of home plate in three 

different bunting areas (first base line, directly in front of home plate, and third base line). 

Assign each of the areas a number, and instruct the kids to aim at a respective hula hoop 

while practicing their bunting (if possible, use three different colored hoops).  

 

Run the drill by throwing an equal number of batting practice pitches to each bunter, with 

a consistent number of attempts at each hoop. For example, you could throw each player 

twelve pitches, and have them bunt four pitches at each hoop respectively. Keep track of 

how many bunts actually stop in the hula hoop, and total that number for each player. 

You can run a competition with the winner being the player who successfully bunts the 

most pitches into the correct hula hoop. 

 

LEAD AND FOLLOW HAND SWINGS 
Purpose: The lead hand swings allow a hitter to establish proper timing and power with 

the lead side of the body, giving the hitter proper contact with the ball. The follow hand 

swings establish the feeling of throwing the bat at the ball. 

 

Procedure: Hit off a tee, imaginary ball, or soft-toss. When executing swings with the 

lead hand, you should concentrate on keep the hand above the plane of the ball. If the 

lead hand drops under a pop out, strike out, or fly out will usually occur. The hitter must 

also turn the hips quickly for proper timing and power. The lead elbow should not extend 

fully before contact with the ball, since that will promote a slow bat due to an excess of 

arm arc in the swing. By concentrating on keeping the lead hand on top of the ball and 

turning the hips quickly, a hitter can establish proper timing and power with the lead side 

of the body. The lead hand/follow hand action creates timing and power. Both hands 

should snap straight into the ball precisely the same instant. This will help you establish 

proper bat speed and control. 
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LOW OUTSIDE TEE 
This drill will make players aware of the clubhead's position and the importance of 

keeping your eyes on the ball. 

 

Simply use a tee and a youth bat, about 28 inches long. Set the tee like a low outside 

pitch and have the players hit a ball off it. This should be done at first with large groups 

because everybody will get a good laugh to see their teammates swing wildly in the air. 

After a while they learn to aim the clubhead at the ball instead of merely swinging the bat 

through the strike zone. 

 

PITCH BEHIND 
The timid batter always seems to assume that backing out or stepping out toward third 

base will automatically prevent him from being hit by the pitch. You might notice that he 

starts his getaway before he has any notion of where the pitch is really headed. I have had 

some success against this tendency by throwing behind the timid batter's back. After all, 

he will get plenty of these pitches at the little league level, and you don't want him 

backing into them, getting hurt, and becoming even more afraid. 

 

If the habit is deeply ingrained, you might want to start out with tennis balls. You can 

also start by throwing a lot of pitches behind him, and then gradually decrease the 

frequency of these pitches as he starts to break the habit. Soon he will realize that he had 

better not back up until he sees where the ball is really going. This will make him much 

safer at the plate, which will appeal to the timid batter right away. And while he's 

watching the ball more closely, he's going to realize that he doesn't have to hide from the 

good pitches, but can stay put and hit them instead. I have seen it work! 

 

Another simple drill I use with these hitters is to have them stand-in at the plate and take 

short practice steps in the proper direction (toward the pitcher), over and over again. If 

he's very timid, tell him to think about stepping toward the second baseman (or the 

shortstop, for lefties). In his fear, he will adjust his step back to the middle, which is 

where you wanted it in the first place. After 15 or 20 reps, we resume pitching to him. 

Admittedly, this won't work miracles in the worst cases, but sometimes it's enough of a 

push to get a player hitting. 

 

Another thing: Sometimes you're using a drill for a pitcher and a catcher, and you just 

need a batter to stand in without swinging (maybe you're getting a new pitcher gradually 

used to the idea of pitching to a batter, or getting a new catcher used to the idea of having 

that bat swinging around in his peripheral vision). At these times, choose one of your 

more timid kids to stand in, and have him concentrate on watching the pitch closely all 

the way. This gives him a chance to practice this without the pressure of trying to hit the 

ball. 

 

STAY BACK 
One drill we use is with wiifle balls and badminton birdies. The main purpose of the drill 

is to teach the players to "stay back" on off speed pitches. When the whiffle ball is 

thrown you will get a simulated fastball. When a birdie is thrown it starts at the same 
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speed as the wiffle ball, but will die down and drop. Players need to learn to wait for the 

birdie to get there. 

 

Another drill we use is set up like soft toss. The feeder bouces the ball in front of the 

batter. He then says "fastball" or "curve." If he says fastball, the batter should swing at 

the ball on the way up from its bounce. If the feeder says curve, the batter must wait for 

the ball to come down from its apex. 

 

ROLL AWAY - FENCE 
Fear of the baseball is often one of the biggest obstacles to good hitting. It can lead to 

"stepping in the bucket", poor balance and "pulling the head" (or pulling off the ball). 

Although it's normal to have a healthy respect for the baseball, abnormal fear of being hit 

by the ball can cripple an otherwise good hitter. Any player who has trouble rolling away 

from a pitch thrown at him (i.e., turning toward the catcher so the ball will hit him on the 

backside) needs to practice this drill until it becomes natural. 

 

Here's how it goes: 
 

First explain the importance of rolling away from a pitched ball. Ask the players if they 

would rather be hit in the face, throat, stomach, groin or back. Most will say back, others 

can take a lap. Demonstrate how to roll away, then proceed with the drill. 

 

Find a fence or backstop the hitter can stand behind. It must be high and wide enough so 

he cannot be hit with a ball thrown from the other side. The hitter stands behind the fence 

with a bat. The pitcher stands pitching distance away on the other side of the fence (the 

fence separates the 2). Place a glove or portable base down (on the batter's side) to act as 

home plate while making sure to leave enough room for the batter to take a full swing. 

The pitcher throws to the plate and the batter swings normally (if the pitch is a strike). Of 

course he won't make contact with the ball because it will be stopped by the fence before 

it reaches him. Throw a few strikes initially then randomly throw directly at the fence in 

front of the hitter. Don't let up, let it fly. 

 

Vary the location and be sure to mix it up so the hitter doesn't get into a habit of turning 

away every time (make sure he continues to swing at strikes). Throw at different parts of 

the body (including just behind the head) and watch for proper reaction. Repeat this drill 

until the hitter's natural reaction is to turn away. Good Luck! 

 

TWO-BALL SOFT TOSS COUNT DRILL 
This drill is performed just like most two ball soft-toss drills. A second person tosses two 

balls and calls which ball the batter should hit. This drill is a little different variation.  

 

The batter is tossed two balls. The batter counts 1001 & 1002 very quickly and then hits 

the top ball if it has not left the strike zone. This drill teaches young and older players to 

stay back, to see the ball and trust their hand speed. 
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SEPARATION 
Let's define separation to begin with. Separation is any distance of your hands away from 

your body as you rest and start your swing. We want to accomplish two things in our 

swing. The first is to make the distance from the start of the swing to contact as short as 

possible. The second is that we want our hands to stay inside the baseball.  

 

I like to see my players have their hands resting somewhere right behind the chin area. 

This alleviates any separation from the head with the hands. It also allows me to see if the 

hands begin to cast or come away from the head. If they do, then I know that the bat will 

not travel in the quickest line to the baseball. Most kids have a tendency to separate their 

hands at the start and during their swing. If the hands start from the chin/head area and 

we take the knob of the bat to the ball, keeping our hands inside the baseball, we will be 

successful in creating a short, crisp swing through the zone. 

 

SHORTER STROKE 
At the college level, just like at the little league and above level, we are constantly 

looking for ways to decrease the length of the batter's stroke. I have found 2 ways that I 

feel will work to help do this with ANY age player.  

 

The first way is to have them "pinch" their elbows together and hit the ball in this 

position. What this does is eliminate that long front or "lead" arm before the swing. It 

emphasizes the hands more during the swing which will help shorten the stroke. Try it 

first off of a tee or soft toss to get the player comfortable. 

 

Also, we have the player's hit off of a tee and place a tall cone or short chair right behind 

the tee. The idea is to get something that is about up to the hitter's waist or slightly above 

and make them swing "down" to hit the ball off the tee and not swing "up" and try to 

"pick" the ball off of the tee. It is really quite challenging and will be immediately 

rewarding to the hitter. Also, the feedback is instant if they do "loop" and hit the object 

behind the tee. 

 

Try both of these and I think you will see benefits. 

 

TEACHING HITTERS 

Station 1 
1) Top hand should hold bottom thumb to simulate holding a bat. Top hand should also 

hold a ball. Throw the ball into a net for all direction of hits (pull, middle, opposite field). 

The throw causes arms to extend and rolls wrist to attain a down and in or out swing. 

 

2) The "Slap" technique involves two players. Have one player kneel in front of batter 

with a hand outstretched in the strike zone. The batter then swings at the outstretched 

hand and slaps it with both hands. This keeps the front shoulder in. 

 

3) For a player that sweeps, stick a batting glove under the front arm pit to ensure that the 

swing stays closed and the batter doesn't fly open. 
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Station 2 (Make sure that on these drills, the batter is in his full stride, but weight is 

back) 

1) Rapid Fire: Use three balls and soft toss them immediately upon contact, one right 

after the other. This develops quick hands. 

 

2) Drop ball: Have a batter and tosser stand parallel with eachother with the left foot in 

line with the left foot of each. The tosser drops the ball from eye level and from a knee. 

You may think that the players may be too close to eachother, and that is a legitimate 

thought. If the batter doesn't swing correctly, he will hit the tosser. A little encouragement 

for the batter. 

 

3) Fastball Drill: It is soft toss but from a distance and with more speed. Tosser stands to 

the side of batter and about 10 feet away and tosses underhand with a little bit more on 

the ball. 

 

4) Back feed Extension: It is soft toss from behind the batter. Stand about 5 feet directly 

behind the batter and toss ball into strike zone. The batter can look at the tosser the first 

few times, but then must do it blindly. Develops quick hands. 

 

Station 3 
1) Batter kneels and tosser throws ball to bill of cap to emphasize that the batter chops 

down at the ball. 

 

2) Batter stands and same drill as above, except tosser throws to nose level and out in 

front. 

 

3) Use two "T's." Place a ball on the front "T" about two inches lower than back "T." 

Swing to hit ball on front "T." 

 

YOUTH HITTING TECHNIQUE 
I am a ex-minor league baseball player, and am currently an administrator in the public 

school setting. I have coached high school and college baseball, however, I have really 

begun to break down the hitting of the young baseball player since working with my 

young son, who now is 8 years old.  

 

My tip/technique deals with young players and stepping out or away from flight of ball. 

 

Stepping out seems to be a major problem with young players, and it prevents the bat 

from being in the hitting zone long enough to make consistent contact or inhibits proper 

plate coverage. The technique that has been successful in my teachings, is to have the 

young hitter raise the back heel so only the balls of the feet and toes are in contact with 

ground. It is really difficult mechanically to step out when the hitters back foot is raised. 

In addition to being virtually impossible to step out, this technique allows the you hitter 

to accomplish several other necessary hitting musts:  

1. Makes pivoting the back foot much easier, thus allowing the hips to explode on 

the ball. 
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2. Weight transfer tends to remain in center of the stance instead of 

overcompensating one way or the other. 

3. Shortens the stride 

4. The hitter focuses on pivoting and rotating on the center of gravity axis, instead of 

lunging. 

This has worked for my son and several of my younger players. My son was 7 last 

season, and was hitting ball in excess of 150 feet.  

 

Another important factor in teaching the young hitter making the transition from T-Ball 

to Minor league is teach that the swing begins in the downward plane before leveling off 

and ending high. T-Ball creates a swing that make young hitter begin swing in the 

upward plane. Kids want to see the ball fly off the tee, so therefore, they naturally swing 

up to get the desired results. Kids must be taught to start down, because the shortest 

distance between two points is a straight line, and most hittable pitches are down in the 

zone.  

 

In summary, the two major problems I have seen in young hitters is stepping out, and 

swinging in the upward plane. When these problems are rectified, the hitter has more 

success making contact, and thus has better baseball experience. After all, the goals of 

youth leagues is for kids to have a great experience, so they will develop a love for the 

game. Excessive K's will not develop a love for the game, but will drive the youth away. 

 

P O P   F L Y   DRILL  
 

"Mine, Mine, Mine" - Learning to call it.  

 

SET-UP 
Position fielders in pairs 75-100 feet apart.  

Normally the set up is as shown at 'A'. Each fielding pair is in tandem, an infielder with 

an outfielder - pairing third with left and short with center, plus second with an extra 

outfielder, and first base with right field. Each team might have their own tosser - a coach 

or another player, who then rotates.  

 

CALLING IT 
Before beginning, coaches should make one 

thing clear - what to call. Recommended call 

these days is not "got it" which might mean 

"you got it" or "I got it" or "who's got it?". 

Instead, call "mine - mine - mine!" It's more 

obvious and more confident.  

Each tosser underhands the ball up so it will 

come down midway between the two fielders 

- one charging in, one turning and sprinting 

out.  

Important: The judgment to call 'mine' must be made with confidence and certainty, at 

which point the other fielder MUST tail away into a back-up position - eyes no longer 
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on the ball, concentrating instead on staying about 15' feet from the caller, waiting for 

the clean catch or dropped ball. 

If appropriate for your team, rotate the three players in a group so each gets turns 

tossing, charging, sprinting back. 

   

VARIATIONS 
 Laterals: You can also use the set-up to work on lateral coverage 

communication between two infielders or two outfielders as shown at 'B'. The 

rules for calling it and backing it up are the same. 

 Fewer Tossers: 'B' shows another variation in which only 1 tosser is used for 

two pairs of players. The one tosser for 2 team set-up can work on the 'A' side 

also for infield/outfield tandems.  

 

TURN & SPRINT / 3-FLY DRILL  

Start with all outfielders near foul line. 

 

First fielder moves 50' out. Helper tosses a pop-up far enough beyond fielder to force him 

to turn and sprint. (Underhand toss is more accurate than a fungo.)  

 

ON FIRST CYCLE: You can introduce this drill by having each fielder simply catch the 

flyball and drop it, then focus on a second then third ball as each is lobbed - each one 

farther out, to either left or right. Emphasis on over-the-shoulder catches.  

 

ON SECOND CYCLE: Each ball is caught and then thrown right away to a cut-off man 

or baseman. The next lob starts as soon as fielder has released throw - no time wasted. 

Emphasis here is first on clean catch, then on finding bearings for accurate throw.  
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Variations 

 Switch Player Rotation: As shown the cut-off is to tosser to fielder, but 

consider having the fielder who's just finished move to the tosser spot - he'll 

know what it takes and want to challenge the next fielder up. Also cut-off will 

have an appreciation of the need for an accurate throw and will want his turn 

next.  

 Complete throws to different base: As shown, the work is in left field with 

throws to second base. It could also be done with throws to third. Or moved to 

right field for throws to second or first. It could also be run with feeder at 

second and fielders heading out to center field with throws to either SS or 2B 

slot positions depending on where the ball is 'hit' (lobbed).  

 Infield Pops: While designed for outfielders, you can move the drill into the 

infield for work by the 2nd baseman and shortstop or the corners and catchers 

on pop-ups - again alternating base throws.  

 Football Drill: Players like this head-to-head variation. Two outfielders are 

on every play - a receiver and defender. The tosser tries to reach his receiver, 

the defender goes for the interception. A riskier version for older, more skilled 

players.  

 Call-It Variation: In this version, for infield or outfield, two fielders are 

converging - center and left, 3rd and catcher, 2nd and short, for instance.  

 

 

 


